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ABSTRACT  

     This thesis proposes, implements and evaluates novel algorithms used for processing 

and analysing mammograms, with two distinct research aims: microcalcifications 

(MCs) detection and mammographic density (MD) classification. Mammography is the 

most widely used imaging technology for breast cancer screening, which outputs 

mammogram images for reading and interpretation by radiologists. The work presented 

in this thesis deals with robust and effective methods which can be used in computer 

aided detection systems to automatically detect diagnostic features and to assist 

radiologists in the interpretation of mammograms. 

     Accurate MCs detection is difficult due to their heterogeneous features: varied size, 

shape, and local contrast. This thesis presents a MCs detection framework with two 

stages: candidate MCs detection and false positive number reduction. In the first stage, a 

linear structure detector, multifractal features, and a support vector machine are applied 

to develop a MCs detector, which produces initial MCs detection results. In the second 

stage, a Weber’s law-based multifractal measure is developed to enhance the texture 

features related to MC spots, and a patch-wise convolutional neural network (CNN) is 

proposed to classify the detected MC spots in the first stage into true positive or false 

positive groups. The false positive number is reduced significantly using the proposed 

scheme. A digital mammogram dataset, INbreast, is used to test the proposed detection 

framework, and experimental results show that the overall detection accuracy is higher 

than that obtained using other methods in the literature.    

     Mammographic density is a key biomarker of breast cancer, which indicates the risk 

of women developing breast cancer in the future, and MD evaluation plays an important 

role in preventing breast cancer. This thesis builds four robust and effective 

classification models for grouping mammogram images into different density 

categories, with an in-depth investigation of extracting and analysing relevant image 

features of mammograms. The image features used for MD evaluation in this thesis can 

be divided into three groups: cascaded image features, robust texture descriptors, and 

texture feature based spatial information. 

     For using the cascaded image features, this thesis presents a patch-wise classification 

method using multifractal spectrum, histogram information and Chi-square test statistic 

(model 1). In addition, histogram information based on both multifractal features and 

local binary patterns are incorporated to form a new feature set to be used in a density 
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classification model (model 2). An autoencoder network and principal components 

analysis are adopted to compress the feature space for improving the efficiency of the 

classifier. 

     This thesis conducts a complete study based on binary encodings of local texture 

patterns, and proposes a MD classification method (model 3) by developing and testing 

novel texture descriptors. A robust rotation invariant texture descriptor is developed 

based on local quinary patterns using high transition numbers.  

     This thesis also explores spatial distribution characteristics of feature points based on 

the above novel texture descriptor to capture rich image representations and to improve 

the classification accuracy. Baddeley’s K-inhom method is employed to describe the 

spatial information of feature points in mammograms and a new texture feature vector, 

K-spectrum, is constructed and used in the classification model (model 4). The 

proposed classification method is tested on two mammogram datasets, INbreast and 

MIAS. Quantitative assessment and comparative analysis are given, which demonstrate 

the superiority and robustness of the proposed model.  

     Finally, this thesis summarises the main contributions and research 

accomplishments, and also outlines extensions and future directions.    

 

Keywords─Mammogram, Breast cancer, Microcalcification detection, Breast density 

classification, Multifractal analysis, Texture feature extraction, Image enhancing 

technique, Convolutional neural network, Autoencoder network, Local binary patterns, 

Local quinary patterns, Rotation invariant uniform encoding, Spatial distribution 

analysis, Feature selection   
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�̂�(𝑥)  The estimation of λ(x) 

µw(p) Multifractal measure function 

d 
Deviation between the observed Kinhom(r) value 

and the reference value Kpois(r) 

�̅�    The mean of a number of d values 

p A central pixel in a square window 

r Distance measure  

x One pixel in an image 

P  The number of neighbour points used in LBP 

R  Radius of a local region 

W   Study area 

PD Breast percentage density 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

     Mammography is the most widely used imaging technology for breast cancer 

screening, which produces mammogram images for reading and interpretation by 

radiologists. Computer aided detection systems that use image analysis and machine 

learning algorithms can significantly improve radiologists’ workflow and produce 

higher detection accuracy. This thesis addresses novel and robust computerised 

algorithms to automatically detect breast anomalies and analyse image characteristics 

related to breast cancer in mammograms, with the aim of offering a secondary 

perspective to assist radiologists’ work. Concretely, this thesis focuses on two different 

tasks: microcalcifications (MCs) detection and mammographic density (MD) 

classification. An effective MCs detection framework is proposed for detecting 

individual MC spots and locating their positions in mammograms, which contains two 

stages: candidate MCs detection and false positive reduction. This thesis develops 

texture feature enhancement methods to extract image information required for 

recognizing MC spots, and a convolutional neural network based classification model to 

reduce the false positive number. For evaluating breast density, this thesis proposes four 

different classification models with the aim of classifying mammograms into target 

density groups, and different image feature extraction methods are explored and 

investigated in these models, including cascaded image features, texture descriptors, and 

spatial information based on novel texture features. This chapter briefly discusses the 

research motivation, research aims, the methodology used in this work, and the main 

contributions of this thesis.      
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1.1 Breast Cancer and Mammograms 

     Breast cancer is one of the most common cancers in women with over 1.5 million 

females worldwide diagnosed each year. Nearly 627,000 patients died of breast cancer 

in 2018, representing approximately 15% of all cancer deaths among women (WHO, 

2019). In New Zealand, breast cancer is the most common cancer for women, with more 

than 3,000 diagnosed cases and more than 600 deaths every year (Breast Cancer 

Foundation New Zealand, 2019). Due to the absence of an effective cure, early 

detection through routine screening plays an important role in preventing breast cancer 

deaths and reducing the associated morbidity. Currently, mammography is the widely 

accepted imaging method used for routine breast cancer screening in many countries. It 

can detect about 80%─90% of breast cancer cases before development of symptoms 

(American Cancer Society, 2017). 

     Microcalcifications are small deposits of calcium in the breast and clustered MCs 

can be a primary indicator for both benign and malignant pathology. However, accurate 

detection of MCs in mammograms is challenging and difficult. The breast contains 

various tissue components, such as glandular regions, vessels, and connective tissue. If 

there is a large amount of glandular tissue, the mammogram image can be very bright or 

white, making small MCs poorly visible. In addition, MCs can have heterogeneous 

properties, including varied size (ranging from 0.1mm to 0.5mm), shape (e.g. ring, 

round, granular, linear), and poor local contrast. 

     Mammographic density is a critical bio-marker which indicates the possibility of 

developing breast cancer in the future for women. High breast density is caused by a 

high percentage of fibro-glandular tissue and reduces the effectiveness of 

mammography screening. Related research work shows that women with extremely 

dense breasts could suffer four to six-fold higher risk of developing breast cancer than 

other females with low breast density (Boyd et al., 1982). Breast density measurements 

have been proposed as a screening tool to help identify and target women who could 

benefit from tailored screening options such as increased (or decreased) screening 

interval or supplemental screening via alternative modalities (McLean & Stone, 2018). 

     This thesis aims to develop automated methods for analysing mammogram images 

with two different tasks: microcalcifications detection and mammographic density 

classification.   
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1.2 Research Motivation 

     Although some research work has been done in the literature for MCs detection, 

most work focuses on producing a qualitative label for MC clusters, such as the 

existence of a cluster in a designated region, without giving the location information of 

individual MCs. The first task (i.e. MCs detection) in this thesis is motivated by the 

following factors: 

 MCs can be a primary indicator for both benign and malignant pathology. 

 Accurate MC detection is a challenging work. Visual assessment in 

mammograms by radiologists may lead to a 10%─30% rate of undetected 

lesions. 

 Current methods do not pay enough attention to individual MC spots detection, 

which offer important information to radiologists. 

 Successful applications of texture enhancing methods and convolutional neural 

networks in the field of medical image processing make it possible to develop 

effective MCs detection algorithms.  

     Breast density is a critical bio-marker which indicates the risk of developing breast 

cancer in the future for women. Dense tissue areas in mammograms also cause the 

‘masking’ effect leading to reduced sensitivity when radiologists visually assess related 

breast lesions or early signs of cancer, such as lumps and calcification clusters. The 

second task (i.e. MD classification) in this thesis is motivated by the following points: 

 Breast density estimation depends on radiologists’ visual assessment, which is 

time-consuming. 

 Density assessment is not always consistent, with only 57% inter-reader 

agreement and 77% intra-reader agreement (Volpara health, 2020). 

 There is a need for improving the density classification accuracy, with only few 

reported results in the literature surpassing 80% accuracy. 

 In recent studies, the use of extracted texture features in mammograms for breast 

density classification has obtained promising results. However, these methods 

may lead to problems such as high feature dimensionality and the absence of 

spatial information of feature points. 

1.3 Research Questions and Aims 

     The main research questions addressed in this thesis are listed in this section. 
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     For MCs detection, this thesis considers the following questions: 

 What are the main features of MC spots in mammograms? Are there any 

uniform morphological features that could be used to develop MCs detection 

algorithms?   

 What is the current state of research on MCs detection? 

 What are the main challenges in recognizing MC spots in mammograms? 

 How critical are false positive and false negative values in MC detection using 

existing methods?  

 If the false positive number or false negative number is high, what scheme can 

be used to reduce those numbers? 

     By considering the above research questions, this thesis develops a novel MCs 

detection framework with two stages: candidate MC spots detection and false positive 

reduction. In the first stage, this study aims to develop a MCs detector by enhancing 

MCs related texture features to recognize MCs spots. The proposed MCs detector 

produces a high true positive rate but also sees a high false positive number (the last 

research question above). Therefore, the research aim in the second stage is to reduce 

the false positive number and improve the overall detection accuracy.  

     For MD classification, the key research questions addressed by the thesis are as 

given below: 

 What image characteristics of dense tissue areas in the breast region should be 

used for classifying mammograms into different density categories? 

 What kind of image features have been used in the classification task? What are 

the disadvantages of those methods? 

 Is it possible to build a deep learning model to classify breast density?  

 Which classifier is most appropriate for this classification work? 

 How to select the optimal image information from the initial feature set for 

improving the classification performance? 

 Is histogram information sufficient to produce desirable classification results 

when using image texture features? 

 How to extract spatial information based on texture features? Can spatial 

information contribute to the improvement of the classification accuracy? 
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 What factors affect the measurement of classification results? How to conduct a 

comprehensive and fair comparison between different methods?      

     This thesis proposes four different classification models with the aim of extracting 

various image features which can be used to improve the classification performance. 

Models 1 and 2 aim to cascade multiple image features to evaluate mammographic 

density. Model 3 focuses on developing a novel texture descriptor to extract effective 

texture features and also maintain a manageable number of feature number. Model 4 

uses spatial information based on texture features for improving the classification 

accuracy. Meanwhile, different feature selection schemes are used and compared in the 

proposed classification model. 

1.4 Research Methodology 

     Based on the research questions and aims discussed in the previous section, this 

thesis proposes corresponding methods to achieve the research goals. Since the MCs 

detection task is divided into two stages and breast density classification work is done 

through four different models, the methodology developed in this thesis is introduced 

separately in these part and a diagrammatic overview of the following stages/methods is 

given in the graphical abstract at the beginning of the thesis.   

     MCs detection stage 1: This study proposes a MCs detector to obtain the initial 

detection results. By considering the heterogeneous features of MCs, multifractal 

analysis with four different local measures is used to enhance the texture features of 

regions where microcalcifications are present. In addition, a linear structure detector is 

adopted in this stage to distinguish glandular tissue (in linear shape) from the MCs. A 

support vector machine is used to analyse multifractal features and intensity information 

of candidate MC spots to produce the initial detection results. 

     MCs detection stage 2: Since the initial detection results produce high false positive 

values, this stage uses the detection results as the input and develops methods to reduce 

the high false positive number. A Weber’s law based multifractal measure is proposed 

to extract novel texture features for further enhancing texture patterns of MC spots. A 

CNN based classification model is built in this stage to classify the MC candidates to 

true positive or false positive groups, reducing the false positive number. In addition to 

inputting original mammogram patches to the CNN classifier, texture enhanced patches 

are also input to the classification model for improving the classification accuracy. 
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     MD classification models 1 and 2: In the first two models, this study considers 

cascading multiple image features to distinguish between dense and fatty tissue areas for 

classifying mammograms into different density categories. Model 1 explores 

multifractal spectrum which integrates a number of fractal dimensions along with 

texture feature values to describe the global image features based on original patches. 

Model 2 uses different multifractal measures to obtain various texture features, and 

concatenates histograms based on multifractal features and local binary patterns to form 

an initial feature set. An autoencoder network and principal component analysis are 

used to optimise the cascaded features.  

     MD classification model 3: This model particularly focuses on developing a novel 

texture descriptor for extracting robust and effective texture features used in this 

classification task. After comparing and analysing the currently used texture feature 

extraction methods, local quinary patterns (LQP) are used as the prototype and 

improvement strategies are proposed to extend LQP. This study applies a rotation 

invariant method based on LQP and also considers a wider range of transition numbers 

to develop the rotation invariant uniform LQP (RIU4-LQP) with superior feature 

representation capabilities. 

     MD classification model 4: Based on the proposed texture descriptor in model 3, 

this model further explores spatial information of texture features. Baddeley’s K-inhom 

method is used to describe the spatial distribution characteristics of feature points, based 

on which a new feature vector called K-spectrum is developed and used in the 

classification task. In addition, this model uses and compares three different feature 

selection methods to optimise the initial feature space, for filtering the optimal feature 

set and improving the classification accuracy.  

1.5 Thesis Contributions 

     The main contributions of this thesis are outlined below. 

     In the area of MCs detection algorithms, this thesis proposes a multifractal based 

framework for enhancing texture features and reducing false positives. A CNN based 

classifier is developed and evaluated using the INbreast mammogram dataset and 

desirable MCs detection results are achieved. Related work is published in the following 

papers: 
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1) Li H., Mukundan R., & Boyd S. (2019). A Novel Application of Multifractal 

Features for Detection of Microcalcifications in Digital Mammograms. Paper 

presented at the Medical Image Understanding and Analysis (MIUA-2019), 

University of Livepool, UK. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-39343-4_3 

2) Li H., Mukundan R., & Boyd S. (2020). An Improved Micro-Calcification 

Detection Algorithm Using a Novel Multifractal Texture Descriptor and CNN. 

The 16th International Conference on Control, Automation, Robotics and Vision 

(ICARCV-2020), Shenzhen, China.  

https://doi.org/10.1109/ICARCV50220.2020.9305306 

     In the area of MD classification algorithms, this thesis develops four classification 

models and investigates different image feature extraction methods as described in the 

previous section. One of the models has also been successfully applied to process 

emphysema CT images for classifying emphysema subtypes. This research work has 

produced the following papers: 

3) Li H., Mukundan R., & Boyd S. (2019). Breast Density Classification Using 

Multifractal Spectrum with Histogram Analysis. Paper presented at the 2019 

International Conference on Image and Vision Computing New Zealand 

(IVCNZ-2019), University of Otago, New Zealand. 

https://doi.org/10.1109/IVCNZ48456.2019.8961037 

4) Li H. and Mukundan R. (2020). Robust Texture Features for Emphysema 

Classification in CT Images. The 28th European Signal Processing Conference 

(EUSIPCO-2020), Amsterdam, Netherlands. 

https://doi.org/10.23919/Eusipco47968.2020.9287761 

5) Li H., Mukundan R., & Boyd S. (2020). Robust Texture Features for Breast 

Density Classification in Mammograms. The 16th International Conference on 

Control, Automation, Robotics and Vision (ICARCV-2020), Shenzhen, China. 

https://doi.org/10.1109/ICARCV50220.2020.9305431 

1.6 Thesis Organisation 

     The remaining parts of the thesis are organized as follows: 

     Chapter 2 presents the literature review in which relevant methods used in the two 

research tasks are studied and summarised. The approaches related to MCs detection in 

mammograms are first reviewed with the aim of investigating MCs features which are 

commonly considered and used in other work. Then the literature review on breast 

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-39343-4_3
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density classification is given. By comparing the reported methods, their advantages and 

drawbacks are summarised, based on which research questions and aims are proposed in 

this thesis.  

     Chapter 3 introduces the materials and main methods used in this thesis. Two 

mammogram datasets are used to test the proposed methods in the thesis, and their basic 

information is given in this chapter. The pre-processing operations used in the proposed 

two tasks, and relevant methods are introduced. In addition, the main methods 

developed in the two tasks are described.  

     Chapter 4 elaborates on the proposed MCs detection framework. The two stages of 

this framework are introduced by presenting the developed methods, experimental 

settings, and results evaluation. 

     Chapter 5 gives detailed information of the development of the breast density 

classification models 1 and 2. Multiple image features used in the two models including 

multifractal spectrum, texture features based histograms, and local binary patterns are 

introduced in this chapter. The design of the two classification models using the Chi-

square test statistic and an autoencoder network are detailed as well.   

     Chapter 6 presents the classification model 3 with a novel texture descriptor RIU4-

LQP. Two main considerations, namely, rotation invariance and a wider range of 

transition numbers, are explained and the effectiveness of the extended descriptor is 

demonstrated in experiments. Two mammogram datasets are used to test this 

classification model.  

     Chapter 7 describes the MD classification model 4. Based on the developed texture 

descriptor in model 3, this model focusses on characterising spatial information related 

to RIU4-LQP features. This chapter develops methods for extracting spatial 

characteristics of features, and introduces three feature selection schemes. Quantitative 

evaluation and comparative analysis are conducted based on experimental results, 

showing the differences in classification performance by using different image features.   

     Chapter 8 summarises the work reported in this thesis with the main contributions 

and future work.  
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2 BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

     In this chapter, research work reported in the literature on microcalcification 

detection and mammographic density evaluation in mammograms are reviewed. By 

investigating the reported methods and experimental results, this chapter summarises 

their merits and disadvantages, based on which some important research questions in 

this thesis are proposed and improvement schemes are developed in this study. In 

addition, through literature review, this chapter collects the metrics that are commonly 

used for evaluating experimental results, which provides the basis for comparative 

analysis under the same measurements between the proposed methods in this study and 

other approaches in the literature. Since this thesis develops one MCs detection 

framework and four MD classification models which relate to three types of image 

feature extraction methods, the relevant literature review is arranged in different 

sections. This chapter first discusses applications of automated methods in mammogram 

analysis and then presents the literature review in subsequent sections to correspond to 

the two research works and different method types. A brief summary is attached at the 

end of each review section to give a clear distinction and relation between the proposed 

methods in this thesis and the reviewed approaches in each section. 

2.1 Automated Methods in Mammography Screening 

      (Kerlikowske et al., 2000)(Sampat, Bovik, & Whitman, 2008) concluded that 

reading and interpreting suspicious regions in mammograms by radiologists is a 

repetitive and fatiguing task, leading to a 10%–30% rate of undetected lesions. To 

decrease this rate, computer-aided detection (CAD) systems have been developed in the 
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past two decades to assist radiologists in the interpretation of medical images (Alasadi 

& Al-Saedi, 2017) (Saad, Khadour, & Kanafani, 2016) (Singh & Kaur, 2018). Although 

using automated methods to detect breast lesions (e.g. MCs) may improve the 

sensitivity of mammographic screening, this may be offset by a higher recall rate and 

the potential of over diagnosis. Research work in (Ribli, Horvath, Unger, Pollner, & 

Csabai, 2018) (Lehman et al., 2015) (Fenton et al., 2011) reported that the benefits of 

using CAD are controversial. Some clinical trials in different countries showed that 

CAD technologies do not improve the performance of radiologists’ work.  

     (Volpara health, 2020) reported that mammographic density evaluation by 

radiologists’ visual assessment is not always consistent, with only 57% inter-reader 

agreement and 77% intra-reader agreement. In recent years, commercial software tools 

have been made available to automatically evaluate mammographic density by 

producing quantitative or qualitative assessment results. The effectiveness of 

automatically evaluating breast density in clinical applications has not been established. 

A recent case-control study in (Astley et al., 2018) indicated that compared to using 

automated methods such as Cumulus (Byng, Boyd, Fishell, Jong, & Yaffe, 1994), 

Volpara (Highnam, Brady, Yaffe, Karssemeijer, & Harvey, 2010), and Quantra (Ciatto 

et al., 2012), the visual assessment by Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) is the strongest 

predictor of screen-detected cancer after adjustment for classical risk factors. In (Brandt 

et al., 2016), two commercial software tools were used to compare their performance 

with visual evaluation by radiologists using the BI-RADS criterion (Sickles et al., 

2013), and a disagreement rate up to 14% was found when classifying mammograms 

with dense tissue. 

     The above information indicates that current detection and classification methods 

used for analysing mammograms have not well satisfied the requirements of clinical 

applications or improved radiologists’ workflow significantly. Therefore, further work 

is needed for improving and optimising the existing methods. 

2.2 Microcalcifications Detection 

     MCs are one of the important image-based biomarkers for diagnosing breast lesions 

(Naseem et al., 2015), with approximately 50% of diagnosed cases at this early stage 

presenting MCs (Scimeca et al., 2014). This section specifically reviews MCs detection 

methods proposed in recent years with the aim of offering the context related to the 
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research work in this thesis and also identifying any gaps existing in the currently used 

methods.   

     (Guo et al., 2016) adopted a simple nonlinear function to modify the contourlet 

coefficients for enhancing MCs in mammograms and removing noise. After retaining 

the significant information, a suspicious calcification area was obtained first. A non-

linking simplified pulse coupled neural network (SPCNN) method was used in their 

work for detecting MC clusters, and a density maximum principle was used to remove 

isolated points and improve the true positive rate. MIAS (J Suckling et al., 2015) and 

JSMIT datasets, and 20 mammograms from a local hospital were used to validate the 

proposed method. Detection results were reported with specificity of 94.7%, sensitivity 

of 96.3%, and AUC of 0.97. 

     (Mehdi et al., 2017) combined a spatial automatic non-linear stretching (ANLS) 

scheme and Shannon entropy based wavelet coefficient thresholding (SE_WCT), by 

which MCs details were enhanced and used to conduct the MCs detection work. The 

Mini MIAS database was used to test their method and experimental results were 

evaluated via FROC curves. The method obtained AUC of 0.92, sensitivity of 97% and 

0.48 false positives per image. 

     (Ciecholewski, 2017) presented a method for detecting and segmenting MCs in 

mammograms by using morphological transformations and watershed segmentation 

methods. With the proposed method, MC regions in ROIs were detected 

morphologically and an approximate area was determined, followed by improving 

contrast and reducing noise. 200 ROIs cropped from mammograms in the DDSM 

dataset were used in their experiments. The main limitation of this work was that MCs-

contained ROIs were manually segmented by radiologists but not automatically 

detected.  

     (Liu, Mei, Liu & Hu, 2015) integrated the possibilistic fuzzy c-means (PFCM) 

clustering algorithm and weighted support vector machine (WSVM) for detecting MCs 

in mammograms. 22 out of 51 extracted features were selected and used in the training 

and testing process, producing the optimal experimental results with sensitivity of 92% 

and 2.3 false-positive clusters per image. The proposed method obtained an AUC value 

of 0.8676. 
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     (Stojic, Rejin, & Rejin, 2006) (Stojic & Reljin, 2010) used multifractal analysis to 

perform MCs segmentation in mammograms. To obtain a better segmentation, image 

pixels from a specific range of fractal values were selected and presented as white 

points on a black background. Successive morphological closing and opening 

procedures were applied as post-processing steps to generate the final MCs 

segmentation results. There was no quantitative analysis of experimental results and the 

ROIs containing MCs were selected manually from the MIAS dataset using the ground 

truth information.   

     (Alasadi & Al-Saedi, 2017) proposed two dimensional discrete wavelet transform to 

detect MCs. Different wavelet families, such as Daubechies, Symlets, and Coiflet were 

considered and compared for the same detection task, and Daubechies showed a better 

performance. However, only 29 mammograms in the MIAS dataset were used to test the 

proposed method.   

     (Cea, Yang, & Nishikawa, 2018) presented a new feature extraction approach to 

reduce the influence of false positives in the detected MCs in a cluster. Their method 

focused on two broad categories of features: cluster features for describing MCs’ spatial 

distribution patterns and image features related to individual MCs. A private 

mammogram dataset containing 186 images was used in their experiment and an 

improved classification performance was obtained.  

     (de Cea, Nishikawa, & Yang, 2018) proposed outlier detection algorithms to identify 

MCs which were treated as statistical outliers in the detection set. They investigated two 

outlier detection methods, Mahalanobis distance outlier detector and Stochastic 

Neighbour Graph (SNG) outlier detection method, to develop an adaptive decision 

scheme for MCs detection. The evaluation results demonstrated that the proposed 

method improved the detection accuracy over the traditional approach of uniform 

thresholding.   

     (Wang, Yang, & Nishikawa, 2013) concluded that linear structures are a major 

source of false positives when detecting clustered MCs in mammograms. They 

developed a linear structure detection procedure together with a dual-thresholding 

scheme to separate the linear structures from tissue background in mammograms. Their 

experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method reduced false positives 

effectively after testing 200 mammograms in a private dataset.     
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     (Domingues & Cardoso, 2014) used a Bayesian Surprise method to detect MCs in 

digital mammograms. By computing the Bayesian Surprise values related to a patch and 

its neighbourhood, a region could be detected as a MC spot if its value exceeds a 

threshold. A public mammogram dataset, INbreast, with pixel level annotations for 

individual MC spots by radiologists, was used to test the proposed method. 

Experimental results were analysed by the free-response receiver operating 

characteristic (FROC) curve, with detection sensitivity of 60.3% when the average false 

positive number is 108 per image. 

     (Wang & Yang, 2018) developed a context-sensitive deep neural network to detect 

individual MCs. This method considered local image features related to MCs and their 

neighbourhood's tissue background. There were 521 SFM images and 188 FFDM 

images collected for testing the proposed method, and 27,022 MCs manually identified 

by experienced radiologists used as ground truth. For evaluating the experimental 

results, FROC analysis was conducted, with TPF at 80% when the average FP rate is 

1.03 FPs/cm2.   

     Section summary: The review presented above shows that MC detection algorithms 

commonly try to enhance image contrast before extracting relevant image features, 

based on which MCs are identified from tissue background. Some research work did not 

detect individual MCs, instead detected MC clusters due to the lack of MCs ground 

truth. However, accurate MC cluster detection is based on individual MCs 

identification, which can offer more concrete information to radiologists. In addition, 

false positives are a common occurrence in the outputs of MCs detectors, leading to a 

reduction in the overall detection accuracy. Therefore, this thesis proposes a complete 

MCs detection framework with two stages in Chapter 4, by developing novel image 

feature enhancing techniques to detect MCs and designing a CNN based classifier to 

reduce FPs.  

2.3 Heterogeneous Features for Density Classification 

     Mammographic density classification aims to measure the amount of radiodense 

tissue (i.e. fibro-glandular tissue) in mammograms for indicating the risk of developing 

breast cancer in the future. This section reviews the literature focusing on extracting 

heterogeneous features of fibro-glandular tissue to classify breast density.  
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     (Mario, Mislav, & Krešimir, 2012) extracted multiple features based on image 

intensity, histograms, and GLCM to classify MD. Wrappers were used for feature 

selection and improving classification results. 

     (Oliver et al., 2015) combined intensity, texture, and morphological features to 

classify pixels in mammograms into two categories (fatty and dense) using an SVM 

classifier. 

     (Subashini, Ramalingam, & Palanivel, 2010) used statistical features including 

mean, standard deviation, smoothness, third moment, uniformity, and entropy to 

classify mammograms into three density categories. 

     (Qu et al., 2020) proposed a fuzzy-rough refined image processing method to 

enhance local image regions and to extract GLCM based statistical features for 

classifying mammographic density. 

     (Li et al., 2018) extracted 137 pixel-level features containing intensity, GLCM, and 

morphological features, to group pixels into fatty or dense classes. A regression analysis 

method (LASSO) is used in their work for performing variable selection and 

regularization. 

     (Tzikopoulos, Mavroforakis, Georgiou, Dimitropoulos, & Theodoridis, 2011) 

extracted 21 features based on intensity and fractal texture features, and SVM was used 

to classify MIAS mammograms into 3 categories. 

     (Muhimmah & Zwiggelaar, 2006) used multi-resolution histograms to analyse 

texture features, and mammograms were classified into 3 density categories by a 

Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)-SVM classifier. 

     (Chen, Denton, & Zwiggelaar, 2011) investigated 5 texture feature sets separately, 

including LBP, Local Greylevel Appearance (LGA), Textons (MR8 texton, and image-

patch texton), and Basic Image Features (BIF). Their experimental results showed that 

image-patch texton features produced a higher classifying accuracy for 4 BI-RADS 

categories classification. 

     (George, Rampun, Denton, & Zwiggelaar, 2016) proposed a multi-scale blob 

detection method to recognize the fatty and dense tissue present in mammograms. This 

method was used to analyse MIAS mammograms and experimental results revealed 

some initial relations between the BI-RADS density category and the average relative 

tissue (fatty and dense) area in mammograms. 
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     (Zheng et al., 2015) used a lattice-based approach to extract statistical and structural 

features for analysing parenchymal texture in mammograms. 

     Section summary: The methods reviewed in this section particularly focus on 

cascading multiple image features to collect as much information as possible to improve 

the classification accuracy. Based on this methodology, this thesis develops two 

different classification models in Chapter 5 (model 1 and 2) by exploring multifractal 

spectrum, texture features based statistical information, and local binary patterns to 

extract relevant image features.   

2.4 Deep Learning Based Features 

     Deep learning based methods have been used recently to analyse medical images for 

both classification and segmentation tasks, with promising results. This section gives a 

review of the literature using deep learning based methods to automatically extract 

image features for the MD classification work. 

     (Mohamed et al., 2018) proposed a CNN model based on AlexNet to distinguish 

between two BI-RADS categories (‘scattered density’ and ‘heterogeneously dense’) 

which often leads to disagreements in radiology assessments (Berg, Campassi, 

Langenberg, & Sexton, 2000). 

     (Ahn, Heo, Jin, & Kim, 2017) designed a CNN architecture to learn relevant features 

from a multitude of sub-images and to classify them into dense and fatty tissue. 

     (Lee & Nishikawa, 2018) used a fully convolutional network (FCN) to segment the 

breast region and fibro-glandular areas with the aim of estimating percentage density. 

     (Li et al., 2018) trained a deep convolutional neural network to classify 

mammographic pixels into fatty class or dense class. A probability map of breast 

density was generated and used to estimate percentage density. 

     (Kallenberg, 2016) proposed an unsupervised deep learning model to segment dense 

breast regions in mammograms. 

     Section summary: By reviewing the recently proposed methods for evaluating MD, 

we can find that CNN based methods were usually proposed to deal with binary 

classification tasks (e.g. fatty or dense tissue) rather than multi-class grouping (e.g. BI-

RADS categories). One of the main limitations of applying deep learning methods to 

classify MD is that it requires a huge number of training images with accurate 
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annotations by clinicians (Hamidinekoo, Denton, Rampun, Honnor, & Zwiggelaar, 

2018). This thesis aims to classify mammograms into multiple density categories (3 or 

4), and therefore does not directly consider using CNN to classify mammograms but 

applies an autoencoder network to optimise the extracted features in the proposed 

classification model 2 in Chapter 5. 

2.5 Texture Descriptors 

     The image quality of mammograms is susceptible to the radiation dose used in the 

screening routine. Therefore, image processing methods based on original intensity 

information do not produce desirable results; instead, texture analysis methods that 

extract local image structure information are more effective in capturing image features. 

This section investigates the use of texture descriptors for analysing medical images and 

reviews the literature on texture feature extraction methods for MD classification.  

     (Ojala, Pietikäinen, & Harwood, 1996) proposed local binary patterns (LBP) to 

describe image texture patterns. Due to its simplicity and efficiency, LBP has been 

studied widely and a few variants were also proposed for extracting texture features and 

classifying medical images. 

     (George & Zwiggelaar, 2019) extended LBP to elliptical LBP (ELBP) and mean-

elliptical LBP (M-ELBP) by considering various neighbourhood topologies and 

different local region scales. M-ELBP presented a better classification result (77.38 ± 

1.06) on the MIAS dataset. 

     (Tan & Triggs, 2010) proposed local ternary patterns (LTP) using a 3-value 

encoding approach compared to a 2-value encoding of LBP. (Peng et al., 2017) 

extended LTP to rotation invariant uniform LTP (RIULTP) and Weber-based RIULTP 

for classifying pulmonary emphysema in CT images into different subtypes.   

     (Rampun, Morrow, Scotney, & Winder, 2017) extracted LTP based texture features 

to classify MIAS mammograms into 4 BI-RADS categories. 

     (Nanni, Lumini, & Brahnam, 2010) proposed local quinary patterns (LQP) by 

extending LBP from a binary encoding system to a 5-value encoding system, and used 

three different medical image classification tasks to test this new texture descriptor. 

     (Rampun, Scotney, Morrow, Wang, & Winder, 2018) extended LQP with multi-

resolution and multi-orientation schemes to classify MD. Their experimental results 
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showed that the use of LQP based texture features improved MD classification 

accuracy. 

     (Rampun, Morrow, Scotney, & Wang, 2020) recently introduced a local septenary 

patterns (LSP) method by using a 7-value encoding approach to further improve the MD 

classification performance. Their experimental results demonstrated that classification 

accuracy was slightly improved by LSP compared to LQP (80.5 ± 9.2 vs 80.1 ± 10.5 on 

INBreast), but the statistical test indicated that the results difference is not statistically 

significant (p = 0.45). 

     Section summary: Through the literature review related to the use of texture 

descriptors for classifying MD, we can see that extracting effective texture features in 

mammograms has been an active research field in recent years, with related research 

work developing various texture descriptors and reporting competitive classification 

results. However, the currently used texture descriptors in the literature still have the 

problems of high feature dimensionality, lack of effective feature selection methods, 

and absence of any spatial information, which restrict further improvement of the 

classification performance. These problems are analysed and discussed in this thesis, 

with a novel texture descriptor developed and used in the proposed classification model 

3 (Chapter 6) and a new spatial information based feature vector designed in model 4 

(Chapter 7).       

2.6 Chapter Summary 

     This chapter reviews literature relevant to two research topics: MCs detection and 

MD evaluation. Based on the literature review in section 2.2, we list representative MCs 

detection methods in Table 2.1, which gives a direct comparison on dataset, research 

aims, results evaluation metrics, and reported detection results. We observe the 

following important points from Table 2.1: 

1) Public and private datasets containing different ground truth information are 

used in related research work, with varying detection performance reported, 

which make it difficult to conduct comparative analysis between different 

methods. 

2) Research work focusing on individual MCs detection has not been done 

commonly due to the absence of annotations by radiologists in publicly available 

datasets. 
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3) Free-Response Receiver Operating Characteristic (FROC) analysis is the 

commonly used results evaluation method when detecting MCs, which reflects 

the detection performance comprehensively.  

     In Chapter 4, a MCs detection framework is developed and tested using the 

INbreast dataset (introduced in Chapter 3), which is a public mammogram dataset and 

contains pixel level annotations for individual MC spots. The detection results in this 

thesis are evaluated by FROC analysis and compared with other methods. 

     In this chapter, different image feature extraction methods used for classifying breast 

density have been grouped into 3 parts and have been reviewed separately in sections 

2.3─2.5. Table 2.2 gives the comparison of some typical methods in the three groups, 

by considering the datasets used, the number of target density categories, classifier, and 

feature selection procedure, from which we can see the following gaps in research: 

1) Multi-density (3 or 4 categories) classification is a challenging work, with only a 

few reported results surpassing 80% accuracy. 

2) Recent studies based on texture analysis have shown promising classification 

performance with over 80% accuracy, but these methods have the problems of 

high feature dimensionality and lack of spatial information. 

3) Feature selection was not considered and analysed carefully in related work. 

Some work skipped this step or others did not present a comparative analysis. 

4) The performance of density estimation models can be influenced by different 

factors: the accuracy of ground truth labels (i.e. disagreement between readers), 

the quality of original images (i.e. FFDM or SFM), target number of categories 

(i.e. classification criteria), experimental test methods. 

     Based on the literature review in Section 2.3─2.5 and the summary in Table 2.2, four 

classification models are developed and introduced in Chapter 5─7, with different 

considerations of image feature extraction methods. Two mammogram datasets, MIAS 

and INbreast (introduced in Chapter 3), are used to test the proposed models, and 

experimental results are evaluated and analysed using multiple metrics.  
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Table 2.1: A summary of representative methods for MCs detection with test 

datasets, results evaluation methods and detection performance. 
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Table 2.2: A summary of representative methods for MD evaluation with testing 

datasets, results evaluation, classification performance, and the choice of classifier 

and feature selection methods. 
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

     This chapter introduces the mammogram datasets used in this thesis for testing the 

proposed methods. In addition, we outline the pre-processing steps and all the main 

methods used in the developed models and discuss the metrics adopted in this thesis for 

evaluating the experimental results.   

3.1 Materials 

     Two mammogram datasets, INbreast (Moreira et al., 2012) and MIAS (J Suckling et 

al., 2015), are used in this study to test the proposed MCs detection framework and 

different MD classification models.  

     INbreast (Moreira et al., 2012) is a full field digital mammograms (FFDM) dataset 

and consists of 409 images from 115 cases, including bilateral mediolateral oblique 

(MLO) and craniocaudal (CC) views. Each image is saved in the DICOM format and in 

sizes of 3328 × 4084 or 2560 × 3328 pixels, depending on the compression plate used in 

the acquisition. This dataset offers carefully associated ground truth (GT) annotations 

made by a specialist in the field and validated by a second specialist. There are 244 

images in INbreast containing calcifications, in which pixel level annotations of 

individual MC spots are manually identified by radiologists as ground truth. Fig. 3.1 

illustrates some examples of INbreast mammograms with MCs. For breast density 

classification, the density class of each mammogram is labelled as one out of four BI-

RADS categories (BI-RADS I-IV). The distribution of density labels in the dataset is as 

follows: 136 (BI-RADS I or fatty), 146 (BI-RADS II or scattered density), 99 (BI-

RADS III or heterogeneously dense) and 28 (BI-RADS IV or extremely dense). 
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Examples of INbreast mammograms in different density categories are shown in Fig. 

3.2.   

 

Figure 3.1: Two examples of INbreast mammograms with microcalcifications, and 

ground truth for individual microcalcification spots identified by radiologists and 

marked using red stars in the third column. 

     MIAS (J Suckling et al., 2015) is a scan field mammograms (SFM) dataset, 

containing 322 images (161 women) with only MLO views on both sides from the UK 

National Breast Screening Programme. Each mammogram is at 50 micron resolution in 

"Portable Gray Map" (PGM) format. All images are associated with tissue density 

ground truth labels of three classes: fatty (F), fatty-glandular (G) or dense-glandular (D). 

There are 106 images belonging to the fatty group, 104 and 112 images to the fatty-

glandular and dense-glandular classes. Fig. 3.2 gives examples of images in the dataset 

belonging to different density classes. 
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Figure 3.2: First row: INbreast mammograms in four BI-RADS density classes; 

Second row: MIAS mammograms in three tissue density classes. 

3.2 Mammogram Pre-processing 

     This section outlines the pre-processing steps in both microcalcification detection 

and breast density estimation tasks.   

     The main tasks performed in the pre-processing stage are breast area segmentation, 

denoising operation and resizing the image (for density classification). The background 

region of scan-field mammograms usually contains a label (e.g. left or right side 

marker). In MLO view mammograms, the pectoral muscle region is also captured along 

with the breast region. However, the pectoral muscle represents a predominantly dense 

region which may easily affect breast density evaluation. Therefore, breast segmentation 

is first applied to remove non-breast areas such as the background region, pectoral 

muscle and label artefacts. A multifractal method (introduced in Chapter 4) is used to 

enhance the contrast between image background and the breast tissue region. An 

intensity thresholding method and morphological operations (Mustra, Grgic, & 

Rangayyan, 2016) are used to separate the breast region and artefacts from the 

background. The artefact components can be recognized and then removed by keeping 

only the largest connected area (breast region). A K-means algorithm and polynomial 

fitting approach (Slavković-Ilić, Gavrovska, Milivojević, Reljin, & Reljin, 2016) are 
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employed to distinguish the pectoral muscle region from the breast region in MLO view 

mammograms. A median filter of 3 × 3 size is used to reduce noise. Finally mask 

images are obtained, which are used to extract image features from only the region of 

interest (breast area) in the following steps. Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 show some examples 

of segmenting the breast region from image background using INbreast and MIAS 

mammograms respectively.  

     However, the datasets contain a few images with blurred boundary lines between the 

pectoral muscle area and the breast region, which result in inaccurate mask images. 

There are approximately 20% mammogram images in the two datasets used in this 

study belonging to this kind of challenging case, and manual operations are used in 

these mammograms to guarantee outputting proper mask images for the following 

experiments. Fig. 3.5 shows examples of challenging cases and their mask images 

before and after using manual operations.   

     For the MIAS dataset, which contains only MLO view images, related work (George 

& Zwiggelaar, 2019) (George, Denton, & Zwiggelaar, 2018) demonstrated that using a 

cropped square region of interest (ROI) brings a better classification result. This study 

therefore uses the method in (George, Denton, & Zwiggelaar, 2018) to extract the ROIs 

in MIAS. Fig. 3.6 illustrates ROI extraction in MIAS mammograms.  

 

 

Figure 3.3: Two examples from the INbreast dataset,  showing the processes of 

breast region segmentation and mask generation 
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Figure 3.4: Segmentation of breast region in MIAS mammograms. (a) Input 

mammogram; (b) Enhancing breast region and artefact areas; (c) Rough contour 

of breast region; (d) Smoothing breast contour; (e) Finding pectoral muscle area; 

(f) Breast mask image without pectoral muscle region. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Challenging cases with inaccurate mask images generated and their 

adjusted mask images based on manual operations. 
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Figure 3.6: ROI extraction from the central area of MLO view mammogram in 

MIAS dataset. 

3.3 Methods 

     The work in this thesis considers and adopts a series of methods to develop MCs 

detection and MD classification models based on mammogram analysis. Table 3.1 lists 

the main methods used for the above tasks. These methods are employed and improved 

with different research aims, such as ROI segmentation, enhancing image contrast, 

feature extraction, feature selection, etc. More details of applying these methods and 

improvement strategies developed in this study are given in the following chapters.  
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Table 3.1: Dominant methods and datasets used in this thesis and the number of 

images used to test the proposed models in experiments. 

 

3.4 Evaluation Metrics 

     For the two research tasks, this thesis adopts multiple measurements to assess the 

experimental results and conducts quantitative analysis. To evaluate the MCs detection 

results, this thesis uses a confusion matrix and free-response receiver  operating 

characteristic (FROC) method; in the breast density classification task, this thesis uses 

classification accuracy, area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUC) value, 

Kappa coefficient and a statistical test (t-test) to assess the classification results. These 

metrics are discussed in brief below. 

Confusion Matrix and Related Metrics 

     A confusion matrix is a table with rows and columns that report the number of true 

positive (TP), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) and false negative (FN) values. 
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Based on this table, other parameters can be calculated to give a more detailed analysis 

of the experimental results. Fig. 3.7 shows an example of a confusion matrix for binary 

classification.  

 

Figure 3.7: An example of confusion matrix with two classes. 

     Other evaluation metrics such as sensitivity or true positive rate (TPR), specificity or 

true negative rate (TNR), accuracy, F1 score and Kappa coefficient (Cohen, 1960) 

(Artstein & Poesio, 2008) are also used in this thesis.  They are defined as follows. 

 

     For the first research task (i.e. MCs detection), the developed methods were 

evaluated using sensitivity calculated as the number of correct MC predictions divided 

by the total number of MC spots (i.e. ground truth), and the specificity calculated as the 

number of correct non-MC predictions divided by the total number of non-MC spots 

(i.e. the total pixel number – ground truth number). In addition, the FP number in the 

confusion matrix is analysed separately, due to the concern of the high FP number 
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affecting the overall detection accuracy negatively as discussed in Chapter 2. Therefore, 

by using the metrics of sensitivity, specificity and the FP number, we can produce more 

informative quantitative analysis in the evaluation of the proposed detection methods 

including the non-MC detection rate and the corresponding FP number. The 

experimental results are presented in Chapter 4. 

     For the second research task (i.e. breast density classification), in addition to using 

the accuracy to assess the classification results, the F1-score and the Kappa coefficient 

are also considered in this study. F1-score becomes high when 

both precision and recall are high. F1-score is the harmonic mean 

of precision and recall and is a better measure than accuracy. The Kappa coefficient 

takes imbalance in class distribution into account and can provide supplementary 

information in the analysis of classification performance. As the breast density 

estimation in this study is a multi-category classification task (3 or 4 density categories) 

and two datasets containing unequal distribution of image numbers between different 

categories are used (as discussed in Chapter 3), Kappa coefficient is found to be a useful 

metric. Our experimental results of breast density classification are presented by using 

the classification accuracy, F1-score, and Kappa coefficient, in Chapters 5-7.   

  

Area under the Receiver Operating Characteristics (AUC) 

     The ROC curve shows the performance of a classification model by plotting 

sensitivity-vs-(1 − specificity) at different classification thresholds. AUC measures the 

entire two-dimensional area underneath the ROC curve from (0, 0) to (1, 1). AUC 

ranges in value from 0 to 1 and a model whose predictions are 100% correct has an 

AUC of 1.0, and vice versa. In Chapters 5─7, this thesis presents four different breast 

density classification models and AUC values are calculated to evaluate the 

classification performance. 

Free-Response Receiver Operating Characteristic (FROC) 

     FROC curve is a plot of the sensitivity and the number of false detections per image 

(Samuelson & Petrick, 2006). Comparing to the commonly used ROC curve, the FROC 

method additionally requires the observer/detection method to locate abnormalities, 

which is suitable for the MCs detection work, as it aims to detect positions of MC spots. 

In Chapter 4, we generate plots of FROC curves to analyse the experimental results and 

to compare with other methods as well. 
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3.5 Chapter Summary 

     This chapter introduces the two datasets used for testing the proposed methods in 

this thesis with different research aims. Both datasets are publicly available and have 

ground truth information offered by clinicians. Experimental results in this thesis are 

compared with related work in the literature based on the above test sets. In addition, 

this chapter presents pre-processing methods used in the detection of microcalcifications 

and analysis of breast density and outlines important evaluation metrics used. An 

overview of methods employed in different parts of this thesis is given and more details 

are elucidated in the subsequent chapters.     
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4 MICROCALCIFICATION 

DETECTION USING 

TEXTURE FEATURES AND 

CNN 

     This chapter presents a complete framework of microcalcifications (MCs) detection, 

which contains two parts: MCs detection (stage 1) and false positive (FP) reduction 

(stage 2). An overview of the framework is given in Fig. 4.1. The aim of the MCs 

detection task in this thesis is to automatically detect individual MC spots and locate 

their positions in mammograms, offering the detection results to radiologists for aiding 

breast cancer diagnosis. A MCs detector is first developed by using a linear structure 

operator and multifractal features to produce the initial detection results. Based on the 

detected MCs set, a convolutional neural network (CNN) classifier is proposed to 

reduce the FP number and improve the overall detection accuracy. A digital 

mammogram dataset INbreast is used to test the proposed detection framework. 

Experimental results in the two stages are analysed separately and compared to other 

methods in the literature. Comparative analysis between existing methods demonstrates 

the superiority of the proposed MCs detection framework.    
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Figure 4.1: An overview of the proposed MCs detection framework with two 

different stages. 

4.1 MCs Detection in Mammograms 

     MCs’ size, shape and local contrast can have large variations in each mammogram. 

This variation could lead to false positive outcomes affecting detection accuracy. 

According to radiologists, the size of a single MC spot can have a size between 0.1 and 

1 millimetre. For example, if the image resolution of mammograms is 50 μm per pixel, 

then a MC spot with diameter size 0.1mm corresponds to only two pixels, and 0.5mm 

corresponds to ten pixels. If there are over 3 MC spots within a 1 cm2 area, we need to 

further consider clusters of MCs and their benign or malignant category. Accurate MC 

spots detection in mammograms is a challenging task, as small MC spots have low 

contrast relative to other components, such as glandular or fibrous tissue, which could 

be recognized as MCs incorrectly by detection algorithms. In addition, the detection 

accuracy of individual MCs also impacts subsequent detection performance of MC 

clusters which relates to the number and distribution of MC spots in a small local area 

(Cea, Nishikawa, & Yang, 2017). 

4.2 MCs Detector 

     A pipeline containing the main steps in the proposed MCs detector is shown in Fig. 

4.2. The breast region is segmented first in each original mammogram in the pre-

processing step (chapter 3). Based on the characteristics of the MCs as outlined in 

Section 4.1, we crop local regions into small patches with two different sizes: 32 × 32 

pixels and 128 × 128 pixels for detecting MCs in different sizes. To avoid incorrectly 

recognizing glandular or fibrous tissue as MCs and increasing the FP number, a linear 
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structure detector is employed to differentiate line structures from MCs. Multifractal 

analysis is used to extract MC-related texture features for distinguishing MCs in the 

background of breast tissue. More details of the proposed detector are given in the 

following sections. 

 

Figure 4.2: The pipeline of the proposed MCs detector. 

4.2.1 Multifractal Analysis  

     Multifractal analysis, which depends on the choice of local measures, can be used to 

describe image texture features that are useful in classification tasks (Ibrahim & 

Mukundan, 2015) (Paskas, Reljin, & Reljin, 2016) (Xue & Bogdan, 2017). Let µw(p) 

denote a multifractal measure function, where p is the central pixel in a square window 

of size w × w. Then, a local singularity coefficient, Hölder exponent or α-value 

(Falconer, 2005), can be calculated to reveal variation of the selected µw(p) function 

within the neighbourhoods of the pixel p. 

 

where, C is an arbitrary constant and d is the total number of windows used in the 

computation of αp. The value of αp can be estimated from the slope of a linear 

regression line in a log-log plot where log(µw(p)) is plotted against log(w). Commonly 

used multifractal measures for calculating α are outlined below: 
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where, g(k, l) represents the intensity value of a pixel at position (k, l); Ω denotes the set 

of all neighbourhood pixels of p in the window; # is the number of pixels in a set. Pixel 

intensity values are normalized into the range of [0, 1] when considering Maximum and 

Inverse-Minimum measures. Such normalization brings better image enhancing results 

when computing the Hölder exponent due to the amplifying effect of the logarithmic 

function. A patch of one mammogram is shown in Fig. 4.3 and one pixel p (marked in 

red colour) is chosen for illustrating the calculation of the α value. Fig. 4.4 shows the 

measured values of μw(p) by using maximum measure when the square window size w 

is 1, 3, and 5 respectively. The α value can be estimated using the slope of the linear 

regression line in a log-log plot. 

 

Figure 4.3: (a) A local region (200 × 200 pixels) in one mammogram, and (b) the 

central pixel p(151) and its neighbourhood. 
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Figure 4.4: An example of estimating α value for the point p in Fig. 4.3 using the 

maximum measure. 

4.2.2 Alpha Image and Texture Enhancement 

     Alpha images are obtained using αp to replace the intensity value at each position p. 

In α-images, certain texture features and patterns have significantly higher contrast 

compared to original images. The range of α values in an α-image is denoted by [αmin, 

αmax]. This range is subdivided into a set of bins, and pixels having the α values in the 

same bin are counted to obtain an α-histogram which can be further used as texture 

features (Ibrahim & Mukundan, 2014) (Ibrahim & Mukundan, 2015) (Reljin, Reljin, 

Pavlovic, & Rakocevic, 2000). Fig. 4.5 shows examples of α-images and their α-

histograms using four multifractal measures. 
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Figure 4.5: Examples of α-images and corresponding α-histograms using different 

multi-fractal measures. 

     For better highlighting texture patterns related to MCs in α-images, the α-range [αmin, 

αmax] could be further subdivided into some subintervals with narrower α-ranges. In 

each subinterval [αi, αi+1], only the pixels possessing α values in this range are retained, 

thus effectively enhancing specific image features. An α-image only containing the 

pixels in one subinterval is called an α-slice. In our experiments, we find that some α-

slices enhance texture features significantly in mammograms, which could be used to 

identify the ROI and extract relevant features. In this research work, such characteristics 

are used to detect MCs from breast tissue background. As seen in Fig. 4.6, α-slices with 

α values in a narrow range help in enhancing texture patterns related to MC spots. 
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Figure 4.6: Sub-images with MC spots contained and their α-slices (using Inv-min 

measure) in different α value ranges. 

4.2.3 Alpha Value Range Selection  

     Since the pixel intensity and the local tissue density vary differently among different 

mammograms or local regions, the α-range [αmin, αmax] keeps changing with images and 

multifractal measures used. It is difficult to select one single α-value range in which the 

α-slice best describes MC features. In our experiments, we found that MCs textures 

could be highlighted in a higher α-value sub-range better than that in a lower sub-range, 

as illustrated in Fig. 4.6. This can be ascribed to the slightly clearer local contrast of 

MCs in small local region areas, which generates higher α values. In the proposed MCs 

detector, adaptive α-value range selection rules are designed for 128 × 128 and 32 × 32 

sized sub-images separately as follows. For one sub-image, a specific percentage (PA) 

of total points is used to select a suitable α-value range, which means that there exists an 

α threshold value denoted by αt, and it satisfies: 

 

where, n(αi) denotes the number of points possessing the αi value in this α-image. In our 

experiments, different values of PA (from 0.01 to 0.1) are tested, and PA = 0.04 is used 
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to enhance MCs patterns in 128 × 128 sized sub-images and PA = 0.1 for 32 × 32 sized 

sub-images.  

4.2.4 Linear Structure Detector 

     Glandular and fibrous tissue regions having a nearly linear structure and high local 

contrast could potentially be misclassified as MCs. Therefore, a linear structure detector 

algorithm is used in the proposed method for identifying such tissue structures. 

Research work in (Wang, Yang, & Nishikawa, 2013) demonstrated its effectiveness in 

detecting linear structures in mammograms. Traditionally, the linear structure detector is 

used as follows (Zwiggelaar, Astley, Boggis, & Taylor, 2004). 

 

where, x denotes the location information of pixels in mammograms; S(x) is the line 

strength signal; N(x) denotes the average local background intensity around x; and 

𝐿𝜃𝑖
(𝑥) is the average grey-level in the orientation of θi. In our experiments, θi uses 12 

equally-spaced orientation angles. Here, a linear structure is defined as a straight line in 

length of at least 25 pixels and with a specific angle of θi, keeping the pixel x in its 

middle point. A 5 × 5 square window with x in the centre is considered as the local 

background area when computing N(x). Comparing to commonly used line detectors, 

our proposed method does not use pixel intensity values to calculate 𝐿𝜃𝑖
(𝑥) and N(x) 

but uses each pixel’s α value to measure S(x). Fig. 4.7 shows an example of using the 

linear structure detector.  
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Figure 4.7: (a) An original mammogram patch containing fibro-glandular tissue; 

(b) Texture enhancement in an α-slice; (c) Applying the linear structure detector 

by using α values (i.e. in α-slice); (d) Linear structure detection result. 

4.2.5 MC Spots Detection 

     Due to the heterogeneous features of MCs, it is difficult to detect individual MC 

spots by using identical rules. The diameter of MC spots can range from 0.1 mm to over 

0.5 mm. By considering this fact, two scales of sub-images, 32 × 32 pixels and 128 × 

128 pixels sliding windows, are proposed to detect varied sized MCs.  

     Big MCs detection. Specifically, a threshold value Tarea for defining the size of big 

MCs is needed, and Tarea = 25 pixels is assigned in our experiments, aiming at 

recognizing potential MC spots with area greater than 25 pixels or diameter greater than 

5-pixel length in 128 × 128 sized sub-images. Since the shapes of MCs are irregular, for 

example, they are not limited to round shapes but also could be in oval, rod, stellate, or 

aciform shapes. Therefore, there are no morphological detection rules designed for 

discerning MCs in this method. When there are too many overlapping points (Tover) 

between a detected MC spot and a linear structure, the current spot will not be 

considered as a MC, as the detected object possibly is part of  a fibro-glandular tissue. 

     Small MCs detection. For small MC spots with area less than 25 pixels or diameter 

less than 5 pixels, 32 × 32 sized patches are used to detect the existence of small MCs. 

Some tiny MCs occupy only 2 to 4 pixels in area and do not possess as high image 

contrast as other big MCs or glandular tissue; therefore, it is almost impossible to detect 
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such MC spots by using global texture features. However, after narrowing the sliding 

window size to 32 × 32 pixels and performing the multifractal based texture enhancing 

scheme (Section 4.2.2−4.2.3), those tiny MC spots are highlighted significantly in this 

local region and can be distinguished from the tissue background. 

     SVM classifier. An SVM classifier based on α-values and intensity information is 

trained and used with the aim of detecting tiny MCs in each patch. A feature vector X 

used in this classifier consists of six features: X(p) = [α1, α2, α3, i1, i2, i3] , where p is the 

currently considered pixel, and α1, α2, α3 are the means of α-values calculated from 

neighbourhood areas of  3 × 3 pixels, 5 × 5 pixels and 7 × 7 pixels respectively around 

p, and i1, i2, i3 are computed in the same way by using pixel intensity values.  

4.3 False Positive Reduction 

     False positives (FPs) are a common occurrence in the outputs of MCs detectors due 

to the heterogeneous properties and diverse composition of breast tissue. This section 

focuses on FP reduction and improvement of the final MCs detection accuracy in 

mammograms. For further highlighting texture features, a Weber’s law based approach 

is proposed and used to construct a new multifractal measure and the corresponding 

alpha patches. In order to distinguish MC spots from the candidate set produced by the 

MCs detector in Section 4.2, a convolutional neural network (CNN) classifier is 

designed to process original mammogram patches and corresponding alpha patches 

together for classifying suspicious MC spots to a true positive group or a false positive 

group. An overview of the MCs detection procedures with the FPs reduction process is 

shown in Fig. 4.8.  
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Figure 4.8: An overview of the proposed MCs detection framework with the FPs 

reduction procedure. 

4.3.1 Weber-based Multifractal Local Measure 

     Among the four multifractal measures introduced in section 4.2.1, the actual 

intensity value of the central pixel p is not taken into account in the calculations, except 

when using the Iso measure. In Eqs. (4.3) − (4.5), we can see that the conventional 

multifractal measures evaluate only neighbourhood pixels information (maximum pixel 

value, minimum pixel value or the sum of all pixels), ignoring the value at the central 

pixel p. This violates the aim of the considered task (MCs detection), since we assume 

that the suspicious MC spot is located in the centre in a small local region, which 

presents slightly higher local contrast. Changes of intensity between neighbouring 

pixels and p therefore should be considered to better reflect such local contrast. Weber’s 

law is particularly useful and relevant to this detection task. It states that the perceived 

change in stimuli is proportional to the initial stimuli (Han, Yen-Wei, & Gang, 2016) 

(Peng et al., 2017), which can be defined as follows. 

 

where ∆R is the change of stimuli, R is initial stimuli and k is referred to as the Weber 

fraction for detecting changes in weight. Inspired by this law, we extend the Maximum 

measure in Eq. (4.3) to a Weber-based Maximum measure (WMax), which is given by: 
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When using the proposed WMax measure with Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12), if p is a totally 

black coloured point (i.e. g(p) = 0), the value of μw(p) will be set to 0 directly to avoid 

division by zero. The proposed WMax measure takes into account the intensity of the 

central pixel and enhances the local contrast: a bigger intensity difference leads to a 

larger computed α value and enhanced texture patterns in a local alpha image. The max 

measure is selected and extended using the Weber’s law, because it is used throughout 

the following experiments (Section 4.4) with better performance than the other three 

measures. Fig. 4.9 shows an example of calculating an α value based on the WMax 

measure, and Fig. 4.10 illustrates an original MC spot-contained patch and its 

corresponding alpha patches using five local measures. 

 

Figure 4.9: An example of calculating an α value and α patch using WMax 

measure. 
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Figure 4.10: An example of one original MC patch and its corresponding alpha 

patches. 

4.3.2 CNN Classifier 

     This section presents a CNN classifier to automatically learn MCs related image 

features. A patch-wise CNN architecture is designed to process small local regions 

which contain suspicious MC spots, with the aim of reducing FPs to a lower level and 

improving the overall accuracy. Two patch sets, original MC patches and corresponding 

alpha patches, are fed into the CNN model which can learn image features from both 

intensity information and multifractal features. As illustrated in Fig. 4.11, two groups of 

feature maps learned from the MC patch set and alpha patch set respectively are 

concatenated and then sent to the following fully connected (FC) layers for classifying 

the input patch into true positive (TP) or false positive (FP). The input patches come 

from an initial detection result set using a MCs detector which is addressed in Section 

4.2. 
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Figure 4.11: The proposed CNN model processing original patch set and alpha 

patch set separately. 

     In this proposed CNN model, different numbers of convolutional layers with varying 

filter numbers are tested in training and cross-validation phases in order to develop a 

proper model structure. Table 4.1 shows 7 architectures tested in the following 

experiment. Convolutional layers help to learn MCs features from the input data at 

different spatial scales. In this study, convolutional kernels are set to be 3 × 3 in size to 

process input data, then its output is fed into the next layer. A standard rectifier 

function, rectified linear unit (ReLU) is used as the activation function. Following each 

convolutional layer, a batch normalization layer is employed to deal with internal 

covariance shift during the training stage. The output feature maps usually are sensitive 

to the feature locations in the input, so max-pooling layers are used to down-sample the 

feature maps, making them more robust to position changes in the image. In addition, 

convolutional layers can extract image features from increasingly higher scales. A 2 × 2 

window with stride 2 is used in each max-pooling layer, which is denoted as ‘Pooling’ 

in Table 4.1. Fully connected (FC) layers play the same role as in a feedforward neural 

network and a softmax activation function is used in the final output layer for giving a 

binary classification result. Categorical cross-entropy in Eq. (4.13) is used as a loss 

function.  
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where, y and ŷ are the ground truth and the predicted value by learning features from 

local patches and their α-images; C denotes the number of categories. 

 

Table 4.1 Different CNN structures considered in this study. Batch normalization 

layer after each Conv layer is not listed for brevity. The presence of a layer is 

marked by ‘√’ sign and the absence by ‘-’ sign. 

 

4.4 Experiments and Results 

     This section presents experiments and MCs detection results using the proposed 

MCs detection framework. The MCs detector and the CNN classifier for reducing FPs 

are first evaluated separately, and then the final MCs detection results are generated by 

integrating the two parts. The INbreast dataset containing 244 mammograms with MCs 

is used to test the proposed methods in this chapter. We use free response receiver 

operating characteristic (FROC) curve to analyse the experimental results and compare 

different methods. 

4.4.1 Experimental Results Using MCs Detector  

     As discussed in Section 4.2, the first stage of the proposed framework focuses on 

developing a MCs detector which uses multifractal analysis, linear structure detector 

and threshold values. The corresponding parameters and their values used in 

experiments are listed in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2 Relative parameters and their values used in the stage 1. 

 

     The proposed MCs detector uses two scales of sliding windows to detect MC spots 

in different sizes, and detection results are integrated for evaluating the final detection 

performance (as showed in Fig. 4.2). The INbreast dataset with pixel-level MCs ground 

truth information is used to test the MCs detector. To train the SVM classifier used in 

this detector, 150 training patches (32 × 32) are cropped from 10 mammograms, with 50 

of them belonging to the MC category and 100 to the normal category.   

     We use IMC1 and IMC2 to denote the detection results in 128 × 128 and 32 × 32 sized 

sub-images, and IMC is the final result combining two parts (i.e. IMC = IMC1 + IMC2). In 

order to analyse the experimental results, we define the following rules to count true 

positive (TP) and FP numbers. In IMC1, if one detected MC spot overlaps the ground 

truth contour, it is counted as one TP. Otherwise, it is regarded as one FP. In IMC2, since 

some of the tiny MCs are labelled with only one pixel in mammograms, we form the 

detection rule that if one detected MC spot is within three pixels from a ground truth 

point, then this point is counted as one TP. Otherwise, this point is sent to the FP group. 

We use SN to denote the number of all pixels in the breast region of one mammogram 

and use GTn and GTp to denote ground truth numbers of negative points and positive 

points, then GTn = SN - GTp, where GTp is offered by the INbreast dataset. If TP and FP 

are observed true positive number and false positive number, then the observed false 

negative (FN) and true negative (TN) can be computed as follows. Fig. 4.12 illustrates 

the processing steps in our experiment and one MCs detection result image IMC in a 

local region. 
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FN = GTp – TP                                                 (4.14) 

TN = GTn – FP                                                 (4.15) 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Main processing steps in our experiment and an example of MCs 

detection results in a local region. 

     In the result image IMC, a threshold value T is set to filter FPs. Here, T means that 

there should be at least T detected points around a target MC spot. In our experiments, 

five values (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) are assigned to T respectively. Confusion matrices with 

different T values are given in Table 4.3, showing the performance of the proposed 

method. 
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Table 4.3 Confusion matrices with different T values. 

 

     There are other methods for detecting MCs in the literature (Domingues & Cardoso, 

2014) (Zhang, Wang, Li, & Bai, 2014), including Bayesian surprise method, 

mathematical morphology, and outlier detection, and they are tested using the same 

dataset. Our methods are analysed and compared with the reported results in 

(Domingues & Cardoso, 2014). The results comparison in Table 4.4 and the FROC 

curve analysis in Fig. 4.13 show that our detection results outperform other methods. 

The Bayesian surprise method shows a better performance than other methods with 

sensitivity of 60.3% in (Domingues & Cardoso, 2014), but the average FP number (108 

per image) indicates that the overall detection accuracy is not satisfactory. By using our 

method, the sensitivity of 80.6% is achieved, which is much higher than the reported 

methods and the average FP number (90 per image) is lower. When the average FP 

number is reduced to 53 by setting T = 3, the sensitivity (75.8%) still is the highest 

among these considered approaches. However, this number of FPs is not acceptable to 

radiologists’ work. Fig. 4.14 gives some examples of detection results using the MCs 

detector, from which we can see that FPs exist commonly and affect the overall 

detection accuracy. Therefore, further improvement aimed at FP reduction is proposed 

and discussed in stage 2 in the proposed framework.  
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Table 4.4 Results comparison between different schemes reported in (Domingues 

& Cardoso, 2014) and our method. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.13: FROC curves show the performance of the proposed method. 
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Figure 4.14: Some examples of detection results using the proposed MCs detector, 

in which the problem of FPs can be seen. 

4.4.2 Classification Performance of CNN 

     Prior to testing the proposed CNN classifier, the MCs detector developed in section 

4.2 is used to detect suspicious MC spots from the breast area in mammograms. The 

detection result contains incorrectly recognized MC spots (FP) and true MCs (TP). 

Afterwards, small patches with the detected MC spot located in the centre are cropped, 

constituting a patch set that is fed into the proposed CNN model. The relative 

parameters and their values used in this CNN classifier (stage 2) are listed in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5 Relative parameters and their values used in the stage 2. 

 

     Due to the imbalance of numbers of TP and FP patches (650 vs. 2733 in the training 

and validation set), data augmentation is used to enlarge the TP group size: each TP 

patch is rotated by 90, 180 and 270 degrees, respectively. No augmentation is used on 

the test set. Table 4.4 shows the detailed distribution used in our experiments.  

     As shown in Table 4.6, 244 mammogram images (62 cases) containing MCs are 

divided into training, validation, and test in the ratio 2:1:2, which result in 5333 patches 

used in training/validation phases and 4111 patches used in test. Note that the input 

patches are obtained from the MCs detector results (stage 1) rather than original 

mammograms, so we cannot increase the number of images or patches. However, based 

on the detected MC position information in stage 1, we cropped small patches with an 

individual MC spot in the centre of a patch and tested different patch sizes (from 9 × 9 

to 49 × 49). Fig. 4.15 shows that the use of 33 × 33 sized patches produces better 

classification results. 

Table 4.6 Distribution of INbreast images and patches used in the proposed 

method. 

 

    * Augmentation operation is used. 

4.4.2.1 Alpha Patches Applied in CNN Classifier 

     In order to reduce FPs, we propose to use a texture enhanced image (α patch) 

together with its original patch in the designed CNN model (section 4.3.2). As the 
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highlighted texture features in the alpha patch depend on the choice of multifractal 

measures, different local measures and the proposed Weber-based Max measure 

(WMax) in section 4.3.1 are used separately. In addition, the parameter w, the window 

size used to calculate α in Eq. (4.1), is analysed in a set of {3, 5, 7, and 9} for obtaining 

the optimal value that gives the best performance. 

     The proposed CNN classifier is trained using the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) 

method with batch size of 125 for 500 epochs. Various unknown parameters are 

determined using the adaptive moment estimation (Adam) method to minimize the 

binary entropy loss. The learning rate is initialized to 0.001 and decreased by a factor of 

0.5 after every 50 epochs. The FC block in Fig. 4.11 includes two fully connected layers 

with 600 and 200 neurons, respectively.  

     In the stage 2, we focus on reducing FP number from the initial detection results of 

stage 1, and small sized patches (33 × 33) are used in the proposed CNN classifier. 

Therefore, the depth of the CNN is not as deep as other CNN structures which process 

larger images (e.g. image size in 300 × 300). Table 4.1 lists 7 different structures tested 

in this work, with different numbers of convolutional layers considered and different 

filter numbers applied in each layer. Classification experiment is repeated by using the 

considered CNN structures, and their classification results are compared in Table 4.7. 

Experimental results indicate that the fourth structure (#4) in Table 4.1 with two 

convolutional layers and 40 filters used in each layer produced better classification 

performance (on TNR and TPR).   

Table 4.7 The performance on the test set using different CNN structures. 

 

     In order to evaluate the classification performance of the proposed method, we 

conduct analysis of true negative rate (TNR), true positive rate (TPR) and accuracy 

(ACC). High TNR indicates that more FP patches in the input set are classified correctly 

and overall FPs will be suppressed effectively. Meanwhile, TPR should be kept as high 

as possible for maintaining a desirable overall detection accuracy. Table 4.8 and Table 

4.9 show the results on the training set and the test set, respectively, which indicate that 

the proposed WMax measure works well, generating the best TPR (w = 9) with slight 

decreases in TNR and ACC. 
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Table 4.8 Classification performance on training set. 

 

Table 4.9 Classification performance on test set. 

 

4.4.2.2 Comparison Using Different Patch Sizes 

     The size of the input patch should be chosen carefully. If the size is too large, other 

MCs in the neighbourhood and more background tissue will be included, making 

texture features complicated. On the other hand, a smaller patch size may not contain 

sufficient background information to be contrasted with the patch centre. Different sizes 

(from 9×9 to 49×49 pixels) of the patch are tested in experiments, and a best 

classification accuracy can be seen when it is set to be 33×33 pixels. Fig. 4.15 shows a 

comparison of the classification performance using different patch sizes on the 

validation set. Another experimental find is that this model can reach the best 

classification accuracy using a training set of 3000 patches (half TP and half FP), and 

no better result is observed on a larger training set, indicating an overfitting problem. 
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Figure 4.15: The size of the input patch and the training set affect the performance 

of CNN classifier. 

4.4.2.3 Classification Performance Evaluation 

      In order to demonstrate the effect of multifractal features in alpha patches in this 

CNN classifier, the original MC patch set and alpha patch set are tested individually. 

Table 4.10 shows that the classification result is improved after using the two input sets 

and concatenating their feature maps. Particularly, when the WMax-based alpha patch 

set is applied, TPR is improved by nearly 15% compared to using Max measure. In 

addition, another CNN simulating AlexNet architecture is tested. An AlexNet-like 

network is constructed with 3 convolutional layers, 2 pooling layers and 3 FC layers. In 

Table 4.8, except the best TNR (92.85%) by using the original MC patch set and 

WMax-based alpha patch set in the proposed CNN classifier, AlexNet-like network also 

represent high TNR. However, only high TNR cannot guarantee desirable improvement 

on overall MCs detection accuracy, which also requires high TPR. We can see that the 

use of the alpha patch set, individually or together with the original patch set, improves 

the TPR and without too much decrease in TNR. This demonstrates that multifractal 

features contained in the alpha images help in recognizing TPs when the model is 

suppressing FPs.  
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Table 4.10 Classification performance on test set using different CNN models. 

 

4.4.3 MCs Detection Evaluation 

     The MCs detector proposed in Section 4.2 and the FP reduction process presented in 

section 4.3 are integrated to constitute a complete MCs detection framework. To 

evaluate the overall MCs detection performance, the final detected MC spots are 

marked in their original mammograms to audit FPs in each mammogram image and 

FROC is used to analyse the detection results. A FROC curve is a plot of TPR versus 

the average number of FPs per image with the decision threshold varied over an 

operating range (Samuelson & Petrick, 2006). Fig. 4.16 gives an example of the final 

MCs detection results marked in its original mammogram image, and Fig. 4.17 shows a 

comparison between the initial detection results using the MCs detector and the final 

results after reducing FPs. The FROC curves in Fig. 4.18 show that the proposed WMax 

measure combined with the CNN classifier obtained the best MCs detection accuracy, 

with TPR = 77.9% when the average FP number is under 30 per image. Comparing to 

the initial results, we can see that the use of the FP reduction process improves the 

overall detection performance significantly. In addition, the area under the FROC curve 

(AUCFROC) is computed when the average FPs number is controlled in a range of [0, 

30]. The AUCFROC of the WMax-based approach is 0.7034, which is higher than that 

of the Max-based approach (AUCFROC = 0.6284), indicating that the extended WMax 

measure works better in this task.  
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Figure 4.16: The final MCs detection results after replacing the detected individual 

MC spots in its original mammogram image. 

 

Figure 4.17: Some examples of initial MCs detection results using the proposed 

MCs detector and the final detection results after combining FP reduction 

procedures. 
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Figure 4.18: FROC curves obtained by different methods. 

4.4.4 Robustness of The Proposed Method 

     As introduced in Section 4.2 and 4.3, the proposed framework for MC detection uses 

different methods to enhance image textures, filter linear structures and reduce false 

positive numbers, producing the final detection results. The use of these methods which 

include multifractal analysis, the linear structure detector and the CNN classifier 

involves a number of parameters, and the experimental results displayed in Section 4.4 

show that the use of different parameters can affect the detection performance 

differently. 

     In the proposed method, multifractal analysis is used to enhance the image textures 

related to MC spots. In addition to considering four commonly used multifractal 

measures (i.e. Maximum, Inverse-minimum, Summation, and Iso) for calculating the α 

values, we proposed another local measure called Weber-based Maximum measure 

(WMax) in Section 4.3.1 with the aim of extracting more informative texture features. 

Experimental results in Section 4.4.2 show that the sensitivity (i.e. true positive rate) 

can vary from 74% to 90% based on different measures used in this task, and the 

highest sensitivity is obtained when using the WMax measure.  

     Furthermore, we also tested different window sizes when calculating the α values in 

multifractal analysis. As introduced in Section 4.2.1, a square window of size w × w is 

used to estimate the α values. In our experiments, different values (i.e. {3, 5, 7, 9}) of w 
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are tested, and experimental results in Section 4.4.2 show that the sensitivity increases 

from 77% to 90% when different w values are set.  

In the proposed method, a small patch size is used to detect tiny MC spots (diameter 

less than 5 pixels). In our experiments, the patch size is set in a range of {9 × 9, 17 × 17, 

25 × 25, 33 × 33, 49 × 49 pixels} to find out the optimal size in this detection work. 

Experimental results in Fig. 4.15 show that the sensitivity reaches the highest point 

(approximately 93% on the training set) when the patch size is 33 × 33, comparing to 

the sensitivity of 83% when using the 9 × 9 sized patches.  

     In the proposed CNN classifier, different network structures (Table 4.1) are tested. In 

each convolutional layer, the number of filters is set in a range of {16, 20, 32, 40, and 

64}. The experimental results in Table 4.7 shows that the CNN structure using 40 filters 

in each convolutional layer produces the best sensitivity (90%), while the lowest 

sensitivity is under 70%. The use of more filters (e.g. 64 filters in structure 5) or a much 

deeper structure (e.g. structure 7 in Table 4.1) does not give a better detection 

performance. 

     Through the discussion above, we can see that although the proposed MC detection 

framework produces desirable MC detection results comparing to other methods, it 

involves a number of parameters and a problem of how to choose their values properly. 

For example, the use of different multifractal measures or different window size (w) can 

cause approximately 15% difference on the sensitivity. Particularly, the current 

experiment is based on a specific mammogram dataset (i.e. INbreast) which is the only 

publicly available dataset with the pixel-level ground truth of MCs. We can presume 

that other mammogram images produced using different devices possibly have different 

image resolutions, which will require repeating the experiment to decide the optimal 

parameters. Further work will be planned to test the robustness of the proposed 

framework after obtaining other mammogram datasets.  

4.5 Chapter Summary 

     This chapter introduces a complete MCs detection framework containing two stages: 

MCs detection and a FPs reduction process, with the aim of detecting MC spots in 

mammograms. The proposed MCs detector integrates a multifractal texture enhancing 

process in two scales of sub-images for detecting MCs of different sizes. A linear 

structure filter is developed to distinguish linear arrangement of tissue from MCs and a 

SVM classifier is trained using the feature vector containing the selected α-values and 
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pixel intensity information to generate the detection results. To reduce the number of 

false positive and improve the overall detection accuracy, this chapter also addresses a 

novel Weber’s law based multifractal measure and a patch-wise CNN classifier. The 

proposed CNN classifier processes both original mammogram patches and 

corresponding alpha patches which feed multifractal features into the model and help in 

learning more effective image features related to MCs. A digital mammogram dataset, 

INbreast, is used to test the proposed framework, and detection results are analysed by 

free-response receiver operating characteristic (FROC). Experimental analysis 

demonstrates that the proposed detection framework outperforms other MCs detectors 

with a higher sensitivity and lower FP number.  
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5 BREAST DENSITY 

EVALUATION USING 

MULTIPLE IMAGE FEATURES 

     This chapter introduces two breast density classification models which focus on the 

use of multiple image features for improving classification performance. The considered 

image features in the two models include multifractal spectrum, local binary patterns, 

and texture feature based histograms. In addition, the first model uses a chi-square test 

statistic to classify cropped mammogram patches to dense and fatty categories, based on 

which percentage density is calculated for classification. The second classification 

model adopts an autoencoder network and principal components analysis to optimise 

cascaded image features, classifying mammograms into different density categories. 

INbreast and MIAS datasets are used to test the proposed classification models.   

5.1 Breast Density and Its Classification Criteria 

     Breast density indicates the amount of fibrous and glandular tissue compared with 

the amount of fatty tissue in a woman’s breasts. Mammographic density (MD) 

classification relates to measuring the amount of fibro-glandular tissue in mammogram 

images and classifying them into different categories. Different measurement metrics 

have been proposed and used to evaluate breast density, including Six-Class-Categories 

(SCC) (Boyd et al., 1995), Wolfe’s four categories (Wolfe, 1976) and Breast Imaging-

Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) (Sickles et al., 2013). The BI-RADS breast 
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density criterion proposed by the American College of Radiology (ACR) has been 

widely used in clinical applications and includes four density categories: fatty, scattered 

density, heterogeneously dense, and extremely dense. BI-RADS (4th edition) also gives 

the correspondence between the density category and the proportion of fibro-glandular 

tissue area within the breast region in mammograms (Table 5.1). Women in the first two 

categories are said to have low-density or fatty breasts. Women in the second two 

categories are said to have high-density or dense breasts. Women with dense breasts 

have a higher chance of getting breast cancer (Mohamed et al., 2018). 

Table 5.1 BI-RADS breast density classification criterion. 

 

5.2 Classification Model Using Multifractal Spectrum 

     This section introduces a density classification model which uses multifractal 

spectrum to classify mammogram patches into dense or fatty categories and calculate 

the percentage density. Multifractal spectrum contains a series of fractal dimension 

values corresponding to sets of points with a singularity exponent (α value), and can be 

used to describe texture features in an image. This model calculates multifractal 

spectrum for each cropped local region in mammograms to reflect texture features 

related to dense fibro-glandular tissue or fatty tissue. Histogram analysis based on the 

original breast area is conducted to obtain a proper α value range for producing effective 

multifractal spectra in this classification work. Fig. 5.1 shows a pipeline of the proposed 

model, and more details are given in the following sections. 
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Figure 5.1: The pipeline of the proposed classification model. 

5.2.1 Multifractal Spectrum 

     Multifractal spectrum can be used as a global feature descriptor for image 

classification and interpretation, and prior research work has demonstrated its 

effectiveness in medical image analysis (Ibrahim & Mukundan, 2014)(Paskas, Reljin, & 

Reljin, 2015) (Paskas, Reljin, & Reljin, 2016). However, this technique has not been 

used to process and analyse mammogram images for breast density classification. Based 

on the introduction of multifractal analysis in Section 4.2, the subdivision of α-value 

range of an input image gives a decomposition of the image in terms of a set of α-slices. 

By calculating fractal dimension (f(α)) of each α-slice, a plot of multifractal spectrum 

can be obtained with α-slices along the x-axis and f(α) along the y-axis. These plots 

through discrete points are often interpolated to form a continuous curve for easier 
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reading and analysis. A box-counting method (Bouda, Caplan, & Saiers, 2016) is used 

in this work for calculating the fractal dimension due to its simplicity. The box-counting 

method counts the number of boxes containing at least one pixel with its α value 

belonging to a specific α-interval range [αi, αi+1]. α intervals are obtained by dividing 

the α range [αmin, αmax] into a pre-specified number (N) of sub-ranges. Let n(ε) denote 

the number of boxes containing at least one pixel with its α value belonging to a 

specified α-interval, where ε is the box size, then the fractal dimension is given by: 

 

     Fig. 5.2 illustrates four α images and their multifractal spectra using different 

multifractal measures. 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Examples of α images and their multifractal spectra. 

5.2.2 Alpha Range Selection Based on Histogram Analysis 

     As discussed in section 4.2, using a specific α value range instead of its entire range 

produces a better texture enhancement result. Therefore, we need to develop appropriate 

α-value selection rules, based on which effective multifractal spectra can be obtained. 
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For each mammogram, its α image and the whole α value range [αmin, αmax] are 

generated first, then a specific percentage (PA) of total points with lower α values in the 

ROI are retained for deciding a proper α value range as follows. 

 

where, n(αi) denotes the number of points possessing the α value in the range of [αi, 

αi+1]. The α image in range of [αmin, αt] is expected to show better texture patterns 

related to fibro-glandular tissue areas. Fig. 5.3 gives an example to show that the use of 

different PA values decides corresponding α value ranges and also affects the texture 

enhancement process (Fig. 5.3). Therefore, we do not set a unified threshold value for 

PA, instead an adaptive method is developed subsequently for obtaining useful α images 

and multifractal spectra.      

 

Figure 5.3: A cumulative α-histogram of the mammogram image in Fig. 5.2 and its 

α-images (Inv-min measure) using different α-value ranges decided by PA. 
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     In this work, histograms based on intensity information in breast areas are analysed, 

as the shapes of the histograms display some characteristics related to different breast 

densities (Fig. 5.4). Concretely, histograms of entirely fatty breasts (i.e. BI-RADS I) 

present higher peaks than the histograms of dense breasts, while histograms of 

extremely dense breasts (i.e. BI-RADS IV) have lower peaks and show skewed 

distribution to the left compared to breasts with scattered or heterogeneous dense areas 

(i.e. BI-RADS II and III). Note that the histograms discussed here (as shown in Fig. 5.4) 

are normalized by two operations: i) the height values of bars in a histogram are divided 

by the breast region area, which means the height of each bar in the histogram does not 

denote the number of pixels but represents the percentage that corresponding pixels 

account for in the breast region; ii) the bars covering the pixels with the lowest 5% 

intensity values and the highest 5% intensity values are cut off, as they always contain 

outliers. Standard deviation and skewness of the histograms are used to design adaptive 

α value selection rules. Standard deviation (SD) and skewness (SK) are calculated as 

follows.  

 

where xi, i = 1, 2, …, N, is the percentage of pixels with intensity values in the ith bin; µ 

is the mean of all observed percentages. In this work, SD is used to select the α-value 

range for entirely fatty breast mammograms and a parameter s in Eq. (5.5) which is 

empirically determined by combining SD and SK helps to develop another α-value 

selection rule for extremely dense mammograms.  

𝑠 = 𝑆𝐷 × 10 + 𝑆𝐾                                         (5.5) 

     Threshold values for SD and s are decided from the possible value range of [0.05, 

0.15] and [0, 0.8], respectively, after testing more mammograms in a training set. Fig. 

5.5 shows the difference of the values of standard deviation and the parameter s 

between mammograms in different density categories in the training set. By combining 

the parameters (SD, SK, and s) discussed above, a more flexible percentage parameter 

PA in Eq. (5.2) is obtained as follows.  
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𝑃𝐴 = {

0.95, 𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝐷 ≥ 0.09                
0.85, 𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝐷 < 0.09, 𝑠 ≥ 0.4
0.75, 𝑖𝑓 𝑆𝐷 < 0.09, 𝑠 < 0.4

                                (5.6) 

     The adaptive α-value selection rules with histogram analysis are used to generate α 

images with enhanced texture patterns and to produce corresponding multifractal spectra 

for classification.  

 

Figure 5.4: Typical histogram patterns of breast areas with different density 

categories. 
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Figure 5.5: The comparison of values of standard deviation and parameter s 

between mammograms in different density categories. 

5.2.3 Characteristic Curves of Breast Density 

     As previously shown, using α images, mammographic texture features are enhanced 

and fibro-glandular tissue can be observed clearly. In order to evaluate breast density 

category in accordance with BI-RADS criteria, dense fibro-glandular tissue regions are 

recognized first from the background breast region, which can be used to calculate 

percentage density for classification. Although multifractal spectrum characterises 

global image features effectively, a spectrum based on the whole mammogram image 

containing the background area, pectoral muscle region, and various other tissue 

components cannot characterise fibro-glandular tissue features precisely. Therefore, a 

patch-wise multifractal spectrum analysis is designed in our proposed method with the 

aim of distinguishing dense fibro-glandular tissue from fatty tissue. In corresponding α 

images, after segmenting the breast region and removing the pectoral muscle region, a 

series of patches of size of 48 × 48 pixels are extracted from breast regions with 50% 

areas overlapping with each other. All the patches are manually allocated into two 

groups by an experienced radiologist, dense or fatty patch group, which constitute a 

training set with 400 patches in each group using 20 mammograms. For each patch, its 

multifractal spectrum is calculated with the procedure introduced in section 5.2.1 and 

each spectrum is normalized into an α-value range ([0, 1]). In order to compare different 

spectra between the two groups, two average multifractal spectrum curves over the 

training set are displayed in one graph. Such an operation is repeated 4 times using four 

different multifractal measures (Fig. 5.6). 
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Figure 5.6: Characteristic curves extracted from average multifractal spectra. 

     In Fig. 5.6, Inv-min measure shows more distinct spectrum patterns than the other 

measures for characterising the two patch groups. Therefore, Inv-min measure is used to 

generate the α image with the aim of enhancing fibro-glandular tissue areas and 

classifying breast density in this model.  

5.2.4 Chi-square Test Statistic 

     A chi-square statistic is used to show the relationship between two categorical 

variables, and a low value of chi-square indicates that there is a high correlation between 

the observed and the expected values. In this proposed model, the feature vector of each 

patch contains 20 elements (i.e. f(αi) values) which are extracted along the x axis (αi) of 

its multifractal spectrum. The Chi-square statistic (χ2) is calculated as follows. 

 

where, each 𝑓(𝛼𝑖) is extracted from the normalized multifractal spectrum of the current 

patch with equally spaced 𝛼𝑖  positions and 𝑓′(𝛼𝑖)  is the corresponding fractal 

dimension value sampled from the Inv-min characteristic curves (Fig. 5.6). Let 
2

D  and 

2

F  represent the chi-square statistic results using dense and fat characteristic curves as 

the expected values, respectively; then if 
2

D  is lower than 
2

F , the current patch is 

classified to dense fibro-glandular category. 

https://www.statisticshowto.datasciencecentral.com/what-is-a-categorical-variable/
https://www.statisticshowto.datasciencecentral.com/what-is-a-categorical-variable/
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5.2.5 Experiments and Results 

     This section discusses experimental results by using the classification model based 

on the patch-wise multifractal spectrum technique introduced in Section 5.2. In this 

model, the histogram analysis based α-value range selection rules Eqs. (5.2) − (5.6) are 

used to generate α images, and a sliding window (48 × 48 pixels) is used to divide the 

breast region into a number of patches. For each patch, multifractal spectrum is 

computed and a feature vector is extracted and input into a chi-square statistic based 

classifier for classifying the patches into dense or fatty groups. Those classified dense 

patches together constitute a dense tissue area, which can be used to compute the breast 

percentage density (PD) for each mammogram as follows. After calculating percentage 

density, each mammogram could be assigned a breast density label in accordance with 

the BI-RADS criteria. Fig. 5.7 gives an overview of the processing steps in this model. 

Relative parameters used in this model are summarised in Table 5.2.      

 

 

Figure 5.7: An illustration of the main processing steps in the proposed 

classification model. 
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Table 5.2 Important parameters used in the proposed classification model. 

 

     In our experiments, 20 mammograms in the INbreast dataset are used as the training 

set and 78 mammograms corresponding to 18 cases (there are 3 cases that have only one 

side (left or right) breast views) are used as the test set. Fig. 5.8 shows sample outputs 

of the key processing stages for each of the density categories. Table 5.3 gives a 

confusion matrix of the classification results on the test set using the proposed model, in 

which a classification accuracy of 83.33% is obtained. For 21 cases (patients) in the test 

set, after adopting a majority vote policy and considering the average percentage density 

of different views, 19 patients’ breast density have been classified into correct groups, 

with accuracy of 90.1% (19/21). 
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Figure 5.8: Processing results with mammograms in four different density 

categories. First column: original mammograms; second column: α images using 

adaptive α value range selection; third column: the combination of classified dense 

patches using multifractal spectrum; fourth column: segmentation of breast 

region; fifth column: dense tissue areas are marked in original mammograms. 

Table 5.3 Confusion matrix of classification results using the proposed model 

based on multifractal spectrum. 
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5.3 Classification Model Using LBP and Autoencoder Network  

     This section presents a novel breast density classification model using cascaded 

image features. In order to explore more important and effective texture features, local 

binary patterns (LBP) and α-histograms based on multifractal measures (introduced in 

Section 4.2.2) are concatenated to form a new feature vector which is used to classify 

mammographic density. This model uses principal component analysis (PCA) and an 

autoencoder network to optimise the feature vector and reduce feature dimensionality. 

An SVM classifier is trained and used to predict breast density labels of mammograms 

in the INbreast dataset. Experimental results demonstrate that this model uses the 

cascaded feature vector to capture more local texture information and presents a 

competitive classification accuracy. Fig. 5.9 gives a processing pipeline containing the 

main steps in the proposed classification model. 

 

Figure 5.9: Processing steps of the proposed classification model using 

concatenated features. 

5.3.1 Local Binary Patterns 

     Local binary pattern (LBP) proposed by (Ojala, Pietikäinen, & Harwood, 1996) is a 

powerful feature descriptor used for texture analysis and classification. Due to its 
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simplicity and robustness, several research works and applications use it to extract 

image features. For mammographic density classification, LBP and its variants have 

been applied and tested to improve the classification accuracy in (Mohamed et al., 

2018) (Rampun et al., 2018). A binary pattern is derived by comparing the intensity at 

each pixel with its neighbours and encoding the information in a P-bit integer value. 

Concretely, for each central pixel c with a grey level value gc in a specific window size, 

its LBP code is calculated by comparing the gc value with its neighbourhood pixels 

which is located at a distance R from c. If gc is higher than the neighbouring pixel Pi, 

then the neighbour pixel will be assigned a value 0, otherwise value 1 would be 

allocated. Subsequently, a P-bit binary code is generated for the current pixel c. LBPP,R 

is used to denote this binary code and its calculation can be described as follows: 

 

When P is set to 8, 256 (28) different binary patterns can be generated using LBP; 

therefore, an LBP histogram containing 256 bins is obtained and used as a local texture 

descriptor in this classification model. In addition, for including more local image 

information, higher R values are used to consider a larger neighbourhood area and 

generate a longer texture vector after cascading their histograms together. For example, 

when P = 8, setting R = 1 and R = 2 separately, two LBP histograms are concatenated, 

producing a 512-length feature vector. This process is called multi-resolution LBP 

(MLBP), which contains more texture information but increases the feature 

dimensionality significantly. 

     In basic LBP, a circular neighbourhood with a radius of R is used for locating 

neighbouring pixels. As a variant of LBP, elliptical LBP (ELBP) is developed in 

(Mohamed et al., 2018), aiming to extract more local information from different 

directions. In ELBP, R1 and R2 denote the lengths of the semi-minor and semi-major axis 

of the ellipse, and ELBP can be calculated as follows: 

 

     Fig. 5.10 illustrates the basic LBP and its variants discussed above, and they will be 

used and compared in this classification model.  
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Figure 5.10: Illustrations of basic LBP, MLBP and ELBP. 

5.3.2 Autoencoder Network 

     Autoencoder network (Kramer & Mark, 1991) is a feed-forward neural network with 

more than one hidden layer, attempting to reconstruct input data at the output layer. The 

output layer is usually of the same size as the input layer and the network architecture 

represents an hour-glass shape. As the size of the hidden layer in an autoencoder neural 

network is smaller than the input layer, the high-dimensional input data can be reduced 

to narrower code space when using more hidden layers. Therefore, in addition to image 

reconstruction and compression (Bai, Dai, Wu, & Xie, 2018), autoencoder is also used to 

reduce feature dimensionality. Generally, an autoencoder network consists of two 

components, namely “encoder” and “decoder”. By reducing the hidden layer size, the 

encoder part is forced to learn important features of the input data, and the decoder part 

reconstructs the original data from the generated feature code. Once the training phase is 

over, the decoder part is discarded and the encoder is used to transform a data sample to 

a feature subspace. 

     In this model, we use an autoencoder to reduce the length of the feature vector which 

concatenates LBP histograms and α-histograms. Therefore, a feature vector of size (1 × 

n) is input into the autoencoder network for reducing its dimensionality (n). An 

autoencoder model containing 11 hidden layers is designed as illustrated in Fig. 5.11, in 

which the input layer receives and processes the initial texture features. Fully connected 

(FC) layers are used as hidden layers in this proposed structure and rectified linear unit 

(ReLU) is used as the activation function in each hidden layer except the last layer which 

uses a sigmoid function. Binary cross entropy is employed as a loss function. 
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Figure 5.11: The autoencoder network architecture used for reducing the feature 

dimensionality. 

5.3.3 Principal Components Analysis  

     Principal components analysis (PCA) is used for efficient coding of various biological 

signals (Hyvarinen, Karhunen, & Oja, 2001). It is a well-known optimal linear scheme 

for dimension reduction in data analysis, which retains maximal variance in the data set, 

while improving algorithm performance and saving processing time. 

     In the proposed method, X is used to denote the input feature set which cascades 

histogram information. X is an M × N matrix which has N dimensional features and M 

elements in each dimensionality. We use Xi to refer to the entire set of elements in the ith 

dimension and Xj
i to refer to the jth element in this set. Then, the covariance between two 

dimensions can be calculated as below, which computes the covariance between the first 

two dimensions 1X  and 2X . 

 

where, 1X and 2X denote means of the set of 1X and 2X . After computing all the 

possible covariance values between different dimensions, a covariance matrix CM can be 

obtained like this: 
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                                                                                    (5.13) 

 

 

Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix are calculated subsequently, and 

eigenvectors are sorted in descending order according to the eigenvalues. A matrix V can 

be constructed with these eigenvectors in columns. The final feature set X’ can be 

derived from X and the matrix V as follows: 

𝑋′ = 𝑉𝑇 × 𝑋𝑇                                              (5.14) 

     In PCA, an assumption made for feature selection is that most information of the 

input feature set is contained in the subspace spanned by the first n principal axes, 

where n < N in an N-dimensional feature space. Therefore, each original feature vector 

can be represented by its principal component vector with the dimensionality of n. 

5.3.4 Classification 

     SVM is used as the classifier to predict the breast density labels for test 

mammograms. One key point is to find a proper kernel and the optimal parameters 

(gamma and C). A radial basis function (RBF) kernel is selected as it is used and 

recommended in (Fan, Chen, & Lin, 2005) (Gangeh et al., 2010) as the first choice. The 

parameters of gamma (kernel width) and C are found using a grid-search procedure. 

5.3.5 Experiments and Results  

     In order to describe texture features related to breast density, only pixels in the ROI 

(i.e. the breast region) are considered when generating LBP histograms and α-

histograms. The area of the ROI varies in different cases, which indicates that counting 

the number of pixels for plotting histogram bins cannot reflect texture differences 

accurately among mammograms. Therefore, a percentage value that the counted pixels 

account for in the ROI is used to generate the corresponding histograms based on LBP 

and α values. Fig. 5.12 shows examples of the LBP histogram and α-histograms.  

     The INBreast dataset containing 409 mammograms with 4 BI-RADS density 

categories is used to test the proposed classification model. We use a ten-run ten-fold 
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cross validation method to produce classification results. Relative parameters and their 

values tested in the proposed model are listed in Table 5.4.  

 

Figure 5.12: The normalised LBP histogram and α-histograms. 

Table 5.4 Important parameters and their values used in the classification models. 

 

5.3.5.1 Classification Results by Using Different LBP operators  

     As discussed in section 5.3.1, three different LBP operators are used and compared 

in the classification task. The parameter P is consistently set to 8, and 256 bins are 

generated in the histogram. For MLBP, two LBP histograms with R equals 1 and 2 are 

cascaded for including more local texture information; therefore, 512 bins are contained 

in its feature vector. As not all texture features in the generated histogram play the same 

role in the classification performance, PCA is used to produce a new feature vector in 

decreasing order and the top n features are tested. The three LBP based operators are 
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compared by analysing the accuracy of BI-RADS density classification. Fig. 5.13 shows 

the comparative results using different numbers (n) of selected features, which indicates 

that LBP produces a slightly better classification result (76.92%) when the feature 

vector length (n) is reduced to 35.  

 

Figure 5.13: Classification accuracy comparison among different LBP based 

operators. 

5.3.5.2 Classification Results by Using Cascaded Features  

     As shown earlier, α images in multifractal analysis provide a significant 

enhancement of texture patterns related to fibro-glandular tissue areas. The LBP-

histogram is therefore concatenated with different α-histograms for capturing more 

effective image features and improving the classification performance. Each feature 

vector contains 356 features obtained by concatenating a 256-bin LBP histogram and a 

100-bin α-histogram. An Autoencoder network and PCA techniques are used to 

optimise the feature vector with the aim of producing an n-dimensional feature vector 

used for classification. Different number of hidden layers in the autoencoder structure 

are tested in a set of {5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15} and an 11-layer architecture (as shown in 

Fig. 5.11) with the code layer size s = 64 is used in experiments. When using the 

autoencoder network, the number of neurons in each hidden layer is set to constantly 

decrease from its input layer to the core code layer for the encoder part, and the decoder 

part uses the inverse operations. PCA is applied on the reduced 64-length feature vector, 

outputting a new feature set based on which the top n features are tested. 

     Fig. 5.14 shows that the feature set containing LBP and α-Iso histograms (LBP-

α(Iso)) reaches a higher classification accuracy (80.77%) than the other combined 
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feature sets, and only 14 extracted features are used in this classification model. The 

experimental results also demonstrate that the use of the autoencoder network reduces 

the feature dimensionality effectively by compressing the feature vector from 356 

features to 14, while maintaining a desirable classification accuracy.   

 

Figure 5.14: Autoencoder network and PCA are used to reduce the feature 

dimensionality and the cascaded feature set of LBP-α (Iso) reaches the best 

classification accuracy. 

5.3.5.3 Results Comparison 

     This section investigates texture features extracted from LBP and α-histograms for 

classifying breast density, and different combinations of texture feature sets are tested 

and compared. In a recent study (Rampun et al., 2018), a local quinary pattern (LQP) 

method is applied to extract texture features using different neighbourhood topologies 

with the same classification task. Their results indicate that the ellipse topology based 

LQP gives the best accuracy of 82.02% when using over 200 image features to test 206 

images in the INbreast dataset (only MLO view images used). By contrast, our proposed 

classification model is tested on the whole INbreast dataset (409 images) and reaches 

accuracy of 80.77% using only 14 features. Table 5.5 gives the comparison of 

classification performance by using LQP, LBP and the cascaded texture feature sets.  
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Table 5.5 The classification accuracy comparison between different texture 

features. 

 

5.4 Chapter Summary 

     This chapter introduces two breast density classification models. The first model 

uses the multifractal spectrum as a texture feature to classify mammogram patches to 

dense or fatty tissue categories. Histograms of pixel intensity in the breast region are 

analysed to develop adaptive alpha value selection rules for producing more effective 

multifractal spectra. Using this method, dense tissue areas could be recognized in the 

mammogram image and percentage density calculated to match BI-RADS category. 

The second classification model concatenates LBP and alpha histogram information to 

represent more texture features related to fibro-glandular tissue. To optimise the 

extracted feature vector and reduce the feature dimensionality, this model adopts an 

autoencoder network and principal components analysis method to process the initial 

feature set. The INbreast dataset containing 409 mammogram images with four BI-

RADS density categories is used to test the two classification models. Experimental 

results demonstrate that the use of multiple image features in the proposed models can 

improve the capability of image representation and produce desirable classification 

results for evaluating breast density.  
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6 ROBUST TEXTURE 

FEATURES FOR BREAST 

DENSITY CLASSIFICATION IN 

MAMMOGRAMS 

     This chapter presents a breast density classification model with an effective and 

robust texture feature descriptor. Local quinary pattern (LQP) method is considered and 

improved in this work for developing a richer set of texture features. A rotation 

invariant approach with different numbers of spatial bit-transitions is used to extend 

LQP to rotation invariant uniform LQP (RIU4-LQP). The proposed feature descriptor 

recognizes more texture patterns and reduces high feature dimensionality significantly. 

In addition, this chapter investigates the impact of using resized mammogram images on 

breast density classification results. Two mammogram datasets, INBreast and MIAS, 

are used in our experiments to test the proposed model. Compared to state-of-the-art 

methods, competitive classification results are obtained, with classification accuracies 

of 82.50% and 80.30% on INBreast and MIAS datasets, respectively. Comparative 

statistical analysis indicates that the proposed method outperforms other approaches.       
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6.1 Proposed Classification Model 

     Several recent research work have extended LBP to different variants to describe 

richer image representations. (Tan & Triggs, 2007) modified the approach and 

introduced Local Ternary Patterns (LTP), which threshold the neighbouring pixels using 

a three-value encoding system based on a constant threshold set by the user. (Nanni, 

Luminia, & Brahnam, 2010) introduced a five-value encoding system called Local 

Quinary Patterns (LQP). In other words, LBP, LTP and LQP threshold the neighbouring 

pixels into two (1 and 0), three (−1, 0 and 1) and five (2, 1, 0, −1 and −2) values, 

respectively. Related work shows that improved texture descriptors based on LBP and 

LQP can be used to classify breast density effectively, with promising classification 

results (Rampun, Scotney, Morrow, Wang, & Winder, 2018) (George & Zwiggelaar, 

2019). However, in order to include more local region information, the parameters R 

and P in these methods are set to larger values which lead to an exponential growth in 

the number of image features. In such cases, the curse of high feature dimensionality is 

a major limitation (Yelampalli, Nayak, & Gaidhane, 2019) for classifying target 

mammograms into a limited number (3 or 4) density categories. Considering the above 

aspects, this chapter extends the LQP operator to a new texture feature descriptor RIU4-

LQP using the rotation invariant approach. This extension work has two aims: i) to 

reduce the high dimensionality of features (number of bins of the histogram); ii) to 

increase the effectiveness of representing tissue structures in mammograms using 

texture features. The classification model based on RIU4-LQP is shown in Fig. 6.1, and 

more details are presented in the following sections.  

 

Figure 6.1: An overview of the classification model. 
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6.2 Texture Feature Extraction Method 

     This section first introduces the process of extracting texture features in 

mammograms using the basic LQP operator. Subsequently, a rotation invariant method 

is applied in LQP to reduce the feature numbers. In order to avoid compressing those 

important and discriminative texture features when using rotation invariance, this work 

also investigates the use of different transition number conditions to increase the 

number of invariants. A new texture feature descriptor RIU4-LQP is developed and 

used in the proposed classification model, and experimental results in section 6.4 

demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of this novel texture feature descriptor. 

6.2.1 Feature Extraction Using LQP 

     (Nanni, Lumini, & Brahnam, 2010) proposed LQP by extending LBP from a binary 

value encoding scheme to a 5-value encoding algorithm. LQP uses 5 values (−2, −1, 0, 

1, and 2) to describe relations between the intensity value of a central point and its 

neighbours. As shown in Fig. 6.2, each LQP code can be split into 4 LBP patterns by 

using Eqs. (6.2) − (6.5), capturing more detailed texture information. Therefore, for 

analysing medical images such as mammograms which represent subtle texture 

differences, texture features extracted by LQP contain more information useful for 

improving the final classification accuracy. To implement the LQP operator, two 

threshold values {τ1, τ2} are required for generating a 5-value encoding pattern. The 

calculation of the LQP code can be described as follows: 
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where R denotes the radius used to specify a circular neighbourhood and P is the number 

of neighbourhood pixels used to calculate the LQP code. gi and gc are intensity values of 

the pth neighbour pixel and the centre pixel c, respectively. From a specific position 

(usually the top-left corner) the binary values given by sj(x) are gathered in a specific 

sequence (usually in a clockwise order) to obtain the LQPi codes. Fig. 6.2 illustrates how 

the LQP values are computed in a local region with R = 2, P = 16, using a threshold 

value set {τ1 = 2, τ2 = 7}. After obtaining the 5-value pattern, it is split into 4 binary 

patterns by sj(x) in Eqs. (6.2) ─ (6.5).   

 

Figure 6.2: LQP encoding example, one 5-value pattern is split into 4 LBP 

patterns. 

     Following the calculation of the LQP codes, four texture pattern images (LQPi 

images) can be generated by using the LQPi code to replace the original intensity value 

of point c. LQPi histograms are commonly used as image features to characterise texture 

patterns. As shown in Fig. 6.3, four histograms of LQPi images are concatenated to form 

the final feature vector.  
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Figure 6.3: Example of outputting LQP based feature vector within a local region 

of mammogram. 

     As shown in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3, the LQP feature vector can have the problem of 

high feature dimensionality. We can see that the feature dimensionality increases 

exponentially by 2P in LBP and 2P+2 in LQP. A large feature space cannot be utilised 

efficiently to train a classification model, and information redundancy in the feature set 

can have a negative impact on the final classification performance. 

6.2.2 Rotation Invariant Method 

     LQP features are grey-scale invariant, but not rotation invariant. The same texture 

patterns with different rotation angles could correspond to different pattern codes. We 

first use a rotation invariant strategy (Guo, Zhang, Zhang, & Zhang, 2010) to extend 

LQP to rotation invariant uniform LQP (RIU2-LQP) as follows: 

 

where, j  {1, 2, 3, 4};  Tj(·) is defined as the number of spatial transitions (bitwise 0/1 

changes) in patterns. 

     By using the extended RIU2-LQP, we can see that the extracted feature 

dimensionality is reduced significantly. For example, when P = 12, the common LQP 

method produces a histogram of length 16384 bins (212 × 4) after concatenating the 

histograms of the four patterns, while RIU2-LQP produces a 56-bin histogram (14 × 4). 
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However, such dimensionality reduction may suppress important texture information 

which may in turn affect the final classification performance. Fig. 6.4 shows 4 different 

texture patterns (a) ─ (d) when R = 4, P = 16, and RIU2-LQP only recognizes the first 

texture pattern (LQPriu2 = 8), as the other 3 patterns (b) ─ (d) are labelled with the same 

pattern code (LQPriu2 = 17). 

 

Figure 6.4: Examples of different texture patterns and their LQP codes when P = 

16 (black circle: 1, empty circle: 0). 

6.2.3 Uniform Coding Method Using a Higher Number of Bit Transitions 

     Based on the drawback of RIU2-LQP, this study further extends it to RIU4-LQP by 

analysing the transition number in a wider range, i.e. T  {0, 2, and 4}. Compared with 

RIU2-LQP, which considers only one ‘1’-contiguous segment in each extracted binary 

pattern (e.g. Fig. 6.4 (a)) and ascribes all other patterns to one group, RIU4-LQP is 

extended to analyse patterns with two ‘1’-contiguous segments. In this way, RIU4-LQP 

can capture richer image representations of texture patterns. The proposed RIU4-LQP 

encoding scheme can be formulated by the following equations. 
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where, X and Y denote the number of occurrences of ‘1’ in two distinct contiguous 

segments when T = 4 (e.g. Fig. 6.4 (b) ─ (d)). We impose a restriction with respect to 

the relation between X and Y: X always denotes the shorter ‘1’-contiguous segment, i.e. 

X ≤ Y.  For example, in Fig. 6.4 (c), X = 2, Y = 6.  Eq. (6.9) contains three different parts 

corresponding to numbers of bit transitions (i.e. the value of T) for recognizing and 

encoding different texture patterns. The first part (i.e. the first row of Eq. (6.9)) is the 

same as Eq. (6.7) which generates RIU2-LQP code for distinguishing texture patterns 

that have none or only one ‘1’-contiguous segment (e.g. Fig. 6.4 (a)). The second part of 

Eq. (6.9) aims to encode texture patterns with two ‘1’-contiguous segments (e.g. Fig. 

6.4 (b) ─ (d)). As the encoding values from 0 to P has been allocated in the first part 

(i.e. T  {0, 2}), the output code starts from P and adds the value of index which counts 

from 1 using Eq. (6.10). The value of index is used to recognize and label those texture 

patterns when T = 4, for example, index = 1 with the pattern of X = 1, Y = 1; index = 2 

with the pattern of X = 1, Y = 2; and so on. A detailed description of Eqs. (6.9) and 

(6.10) is given in appendix 1. The third part of Eq. (6.9) uses a unified code to denote 

all the other texture patterns presenting three or more ‘1’-contiguous segments. By 

using the proposed RIU4-LQP encoding method, LQPriu4 codes are allocated to 

different texture patterns in Fig. 6.4.             

     Comparing with the conventional LQP method, the extended RIU4-LQP reduces the 

feature dimensionality from 2P + 2 to P2 + 11. Meanwhile, compared to RIU2-LQP, more 

texture patterns are included in the extracted features by considering a higher number of 

bit transitions.  

6.3 Feature Selection Method and Classifier 

     After computing image texture features, this model conducts a feature selection 

process using a dominant pattern selection method to remove the redundant texture 

features. In the initial feature set which consists of multiple histograms of RIU4-LQP in 

different pattern channels, not all texture features play an equally important role in the 

classification work. Therefore, an appropriate feature selection step, filtering the most 

important image features in the final feature set, can improve the classification 

performance. In addition, related work in the literature (Tzikopoulos, Mavroforakis, 

Georgiou, Dimitropoulos, & Theodoridis, 2011)(Oliver et al., 2015) (Rampun, Scotney, 

Morrow, Wang, & Winder, 2018) (Rampun, Morrow, Scotney, & Wang, 2020) reported 
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their best classification results by using SVM to predict density labels for 

mammograms. Therefore, SVM is used in this proposed model and is trained using the 

extracted texture feature set.  

6.3.1 Dominant Pattern Selection 

     A dominant pattern selection (DPS) method proposed by Guo et al. (Guo, Zhao, & 

Pietikäinen, 2012) is used in this classification model to select image features. A set of 

dominant patterns for an image is the minimum set of pattern types that can cover n% (0 

< n < 100) of all patterns of an image. Therefore, a bin-wise summation for all the 

histograms in a training set is performed to output a resulting histogram (H) with M 

bins. The distribution of dominant patterns (bins of the histogram) can be observed from 

it. Then the histogram (H) is sorted in descending order, and the top N bins are selected 

as follows: 

 

where M is the total number of bins of H; n is a threshold value for the percentage that 

the selected dominant patterns account for in H.  

6.3.2 Classification 

     To maintain consistency and uniformity in the evaluation of the classification 

algorithm, we use the same SVM classifier for each considered descriptor with 10-fold 

cross validation. For SVM classifier, three different kernels, RBF, Poly and Sigmoid, 

are used and compared for pursuing the optimal classification accuracy (CA). In this 

model, poly kernel is finally used, as better classification results are observed (shown in 

Fig. 6.5). Other parameters (gamma, C and degree) are found using a grid-searching 

technique.   
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Figure 6.5: Testing different kernels of SVM classifier using RIU4-LQP. 

6.4 Experimental Results and Comparative Analysis 

     To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed texture feature descriptor used in 

the classification model, different texture feature extraction methods based on LBP/LQP 

are tested and compared in experiments. In addition, mammogram images are resized by 

a scaling factor (s) to see the difference on classification results. Two mammogram 

datasets, INbreast and MIAS, which contain 409 and 322 images, respectively, are used 

to test the proposed classification model. Experimental results are evaluated by 

classification accuracy (CA) and area under the ROC curve (AUC). A statistical test (t-

test) is conducted to see the difference between compared methods.   

6.4.1 Compared Methods  

     As the proposed RIU4-LQP method is an extended feature descriptor based on the 

LBP/LQP method, we design the following 5 progressive transformations of LBP/LQP 

and implement the corresponding algorithms to classify mammograms into different 

density categories. Comparative analysis is done based on their classification results. 

1) LBP: The basic LBP method with multi-orientation and multi-resolution 

approaches used for extracting LBP codes. Specifically, a combination of three 

different R values (i.e. R = 2, 4, 8) is used at the feature extraction step in 

experiments.  

2) RILBP: The common rotation invariant method is applied when computing LBP 

codes. 
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3) LQP: The multi-orientation and multi-resolution methods are used on the basic 

LQP method. The threshold set {τ1, τ2} in LQP are selected and tested from the 

set of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8}. 

4) RIU2-LQP: The extended LQP method with rotation invariant features. Three 

pairs of (R, P) (R = 2, 4, 8; P = 10, 14, 18) are used to calculate texture pattern 

codes. 

5) RIU4-LQP: The proposed rotation invariant uniform LQP with Tj  {0, 2, 4, and 

others}. The same multi-resolution configuration in 4) is applied for its 

computation. 

     Detailed parameters and their values used in the experiments are given in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1 Relative parameters and theirs values used in the experiments. 

 

6.4.2 Comparison Using Different Scaling Factors 

     Different values of the scaling factor (s) are evaluated to reveal the difference on 

classifying results by using resized mammograms. The value of s is set to decrease from 

1 to 1/16. Fig. 6.6 shows the classification accuracies obtained using resized 

mammograms in the classification model. A higher classification accuracy is seen when 

s = 1/8 on INbreast.  
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Figure 6.6: Classification accuracy comparison using RIU4-LQP method and 

differently resized mammograms. 

6.4.3 Classification Performance Evaluation 

     As this is a multi-category classification task, AUC is calculated by the mean micro-

average ROC method on 10-fold cross validation. A statistical test is done in order to 

ensure that experimental results are not discovered by coincidence. The “10-fold cv t-

test” method in (Bouckaert, 2003) with a significance level of 0.05 (i.e. alpha = 0.05) is 

used for RIU4-LQP and every other method to calculate a p-value, which shows the 

statistical difference between methods. The parameter n in Eq. (6.11) is compared as 

well. 

     Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 show the classification results on two different datasets. We 

can see that the proposed method (RIU4-LQP) outperforms other methods by obtaining 

higher CA and AUC values on both mammogram datasets. The highest classification 

accuracy is 82.50 ± 8.75 on INbreast and 80.30 ± 4.55 on MIAS. Except for LQP (p = 

0.205), other methods present low p values (< 0.05), which means that the difference on 

the classification performance between RIU4-LQP and other methods is statistically 

significant. 
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Table 6.2 Classification results on INBreast are evaluated by classification 

accuracy (CA), area under the ROC curve (AUC) and 10-fold cv t-test. 

 

Table 6.3 Classification results on MIAS are evaluated by classification accuracy 

(CA), area under the ROC curve (AUC) and 10-fold cv t-test. 

 

6.4.4 Comparison Between Two-view Groups 

     In the INBreast dataset, each subject is associated with two different views (MLO 

and CC) of mammograms. INbreast mammograms are divided into MLO or CC view 

groups along with the subject ID information (as shown in Fig. 6.7), based on which 

classification results are analysed by paired t-test to show the statistical difference on 

the two different groups. With such pairwise division, we assume that the average 

classification performance on the two groups should be similar when using a texture 

descriptor and classification model. Using the proposed model, each test mammogram’s 

category is predicted to be one of {0, 1, 2, and 3} which match to BI-RADS I-IV, 

respectively. The classification performance is evaluated by the predicted category 

value (mean ± stand deviation), classification accuracy and the p-value in the t-test 

(Table 6.4). The calculation of the p-value is based on the classification accuracy. A 

high p-value (e.g. p = 1 for RIU4-LQP) indicates that the predicted density results on 

the two view groups are statistically the same, which demonstrates that the proposed 

RIU4-LQP not only produces the best classification result, but also works equally well 

on MLO/CC view mammograms.  
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Figure 6.7: Mammograms in INBreast dataset are divided into two groups (MLO 

and CC views). 

Table 6.4 Classification performance and t-test on INbreast MLO/CC view groups 

using different methods. 

 

6.4.5 Running Time Comparison 

     This section compares running time cost using the proposed classification model. 

Note that the time cost is recorded for the 10 run 10-fold cross validation in which one 

fold of images is used as the test set and the remaining images are used to train the 

classifier for each iteration. The total time is divided by the number of images in a 

dataset, and we obtain the average time for processing one image, which covers training 

and classification procedures. We compare the time cost by using three different feature 

sets that are extracted with different R and P values. Table 6.5 gives the time cost 

comparison among LQP, RIU2-LQP and RIU4-LQP. We can notice that the running 

time of using LQP features increases significantly as the parameter P grows, and the 

feature dimensionality rises exponentially (introduced in section 6.2). By contrast, the 

time cost does not change a lot when using the RIU2-LQP and RIU4-LQP methods, 

remaining around 17~19 milliseconds per image. Particularly, when P is set to 18 in the 
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last column of Table 6.5 (i.e. considering more neighbouring points), the use of LQP 

costs more than 60 times as much as the other two methods on the INbreast, and around 

50 times higher on MIAS. Programs implementing different methods are run on a 

desktop with Intel core i7 3.6GHz CPU, 16 GB memory, and Matlab R2017b. By 

considering the experimental results in Table 6.2−6.5, we can see that the proposed 

classification model with this novel texture descriptor produces the highest 

classification accuracy using less running time, which demonstrates its effectiveness 

and robustness.       

Table 6.5 Time cost for training and classifying procedures by using different 

methods. 

 

6.5 Chapter Summary 

     In this chapter, we develop an effective and robust texture feature descriptor for 

classifying mammographic breast density. Based on the commonly used local binary 

patterns (LBP), this study investigates its variant method local quinary patterns (LQP) 

and extends it to rotation invariant uniform LQP (RIU4-LQP), which reduces the 

dimensionality of its feature vector significantly. For recognizing diverse texture 

patterns, the rotation invariant approach is extended by considering different numbers of 

spatial transitions and is applied in the LQP method. The new RIU4-LQP method is 

used to extract robust texture features in mammograms with the aim of classifying 

breast density into different categories. Two mammogram datasets (INBreast and 

MIAS) with different classification criteria are used to test the proposed classification 

model. Experimental results show that the use of the RIU4-LQP feature descriptor 

produces promising classification accuracies of 82.50% and 80.30% on INbreast and 
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MIAS, respectively. Comparative analysis among different methods indicates that the 

classification performance using RIU4-LQP statistically outperforms that of other 

methods. 
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7 SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION 

ANALYSIS OF TEXTURE  

DESCRIPTORS  

     This chapter addresses a new breast density classification model combining image 

texture features and their corresponding spatial characteristics. The rotation invariant 

uniform local quinary pattern (RIU4-LQP) method proposed in the previous chapter is 

used to describe texture patterns in mammograms. In conventional processing methods, 

image features are obtained by computing histograms from the texture patterns. 

However, such processes ignore very important spatial information related to the texture 

features. This model explores richer statistical information extracted from the RIU4-

LQP feature set by using Baddeley’s K-inhom method to characterise spatial 

distribution information of the feature point sets. A new feature vector called ‘K-

spectrum’, which offers supplementary and important image features, is developed 

based on the spatial characteristics. Histograms and K-spectra are first extracted and 

tested separately and then are combined to generate a new texture feature vector. A 

novel feature selection step is considered carefully in this study for removing redundant 

image features and improving the classification performance. The main contributions in 

this chapter are summarised as follows. 
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1) Based on the proposed texture descriptor RIU4-LQP, this study analyses its 

spatial distribution characteristics using Baddeley’s K-inhom function, 

constructing a new feature vector called ‘K-spectrum’. 

2) A hybrid texture feature vector concatenating histograms and K-spectra is 

proposed and used to classify breast density in mammograms. 

3) Machine learning based feature selection methods are employed to optimise the 

extracted feature set.  

4) Comparative analysis and statistical tests are conducted on two publicly 

available mammogram datasets, which demonstrate the superiority of the 

proposed classification model. 

     In our experiment, two mammogram datasets, INBreast and MIAS, are used to test 

the proposed methods for classifying mammograms into different density categories. 

Classification performance is analysed based on the ground truth information annotated 

by breast imaging radiologists. Experimental results show that our proposed method 

outperforms other approaches in the literature and classification models in previous 

chapters, with the best classification accuracy of 92.76% (INbreast) and 86.96% 

(MIAS).   

7.1 Proposed Classification Model 

     In the proposed model, the pre-processing steps introduced in Chapter 3 are first 

used to segment breast regions, remove noise and resize the original images. A novel 

feature descriptor RIU4-LQP introduced in Chapter 6 is used to produce RIU4-LQP 

images in different pattern channels and collect corresponding texture features. Based 

on the RIU4-LQP images in which texture patterns are enhanced, Baddeley’s K-inhom 

method is employed to characterise spatial distribution information and construct a new 

feature vector ‘K-spectrum’. Subsequently, RIU4-LQP based histogram and K-

spectrum information are concatenated to form a new feature space which is used to 

classify mammographic density in this work. An overview of the workflow of the 

classification model is shown in Fig. 7.1, and more details of the methodology are given 

in the following sections.   
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Figure 7.1: An overview of classifying breast density using the proposed methods. 

7.1.1 Feature Extraction Using RIU4-LQP  

     As discussed in Chapter 6, the local quinary patterns (LQP) operator is extended by 

using a rotation invariant method and a wider range of transition number. With such an 

extension, the feature dimensionality is reduced significantly and the new encoding 

operator has a strong capability of recognizing typical texture patterns. Fig. 7.2 shows 

the comparison between RIU2-LQP and RIU4-LQP images in different pattern 

channels, from which we can see that RIU4-LQP images represent richer texture pattern 

information related to fibro-glandular tissue as they have a wider encoding range than 

RIU2-LQP (P2 + 11 vs 4 × (P + 2)). In addition, for capturing more local texture 

features, a multiscale scheme including three pairs of (R, P) is applied in RIU4-LQP 

(shown in Fig. 7.3) in the proposed classification model. In conventional applications, 

image texture features are finally represented by histogram information which counts 

the quantity of feature points in histogram bins. Fig. 7.4 illustrates how one RIU4-LQP 

image is decomposed into pattern images in different encoding channels and a 

histogram is constructed based on it. However, the histogram reflects only the quantity 

information of related feature points, and not their spatial distribution information, 

which may be useful in distinguishing between dense or fatty tissue areas in breasts as 

shown in Fig. 7.4. We have not found any related work in the literature that used the 
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spatial distribution of texture feature points. In the following sections, we discuss a 

novel method to describe the spatial information and construct a new feature vector for 

the proposed classification model.  

 

Figure 7.2: LQP images in different texture pattern channels when using RIU2-

LQP and RIU4-LQP operators. 

 

Figure 7.3: Multi-scale method with three pairs of (R, P) is used when conducting 

RIU4-LQP encoding system. 
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Figure 7.4: Decomposition of RIU4-LQP1 image in Fig. 7.2 based on each encoding 

channel. The positions of pixels in the considered RIU4-LQP1 code channel are 

marked by white colour in the black breast region background. 

7.1.2 Baddeley’s K-inhom Function 

    Baddeley’s K-inhom method is employed in this model to extract spatial information 

based on feature points. The K-inhom method is a variant of Ripley’s K function 

(Ripley, 1976), and both are statistical analysis schemes used for studying qualitative or 

quantitative characteristics of spatialized data. Generally, the K-inhom function for one-

dimensional data can be described as follows: 

 

where, 1{||xi - xj|| ≤ r} denotes an indicator which is worth 1 if the distance between 

point xi and point xj is less than or equal to r or 0 otherwise; c(xi; xj; r) corresponds to 

the correction of edge effects and W to the region of interest. A function c(xi, xj; r) is 
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implemented as in (Baddeley & Turner, 2000) for edge corrections. λ(xi) denotes an 

intensity function around point xi, which is defined by the number of neighbouring 

points (xj) expected in a small area with xi in the centre, but λ(xi) is not known in 

practice. Instead, ‘ �̂�(𝑥𝑖)’ is used in Eq. 7.1-7.3 as the estimate of λ(xi), which is 

implemented by a non-parametric method (Baddeley, Møller, & Waagepetersen, 2000). 

K-inhom function, including the edge correction function c and the parameter of λ, has 

been implemented in the R package, ‘spatstat’, as a standard function (Baddeley, 

Adrian, Rubak, & Turner, 2015). This work uses ‘spatstat’ to calculate the 

corresponding K-inhom values for the processed mammogram images. Values of 

Kinhom(r) are calculated with different distance measurements (r), which results in a 

Kinhom curve by connecting all the observed values in a Kinhom(r)-r plot (Fig. 7.5). In the 

literature (Jean-Michel, Eric, & Florence, 2018), an expected reference value Kpois(r) = 

πr2 (the red dotted line in Fig. 7.5), obtained based on an inhomogeneous Poisson 

process, is used to compare with the observed Kinhom(r) value. If the Kinhom curve is 

located below the reference curve (i.e. Kinhom(r) < Kpois(r)), it indicates that 

corresponding points scatter regularly in the region of interest. By contrast, if the K-

inhom curve is located above the reference curve (i.e. Kinhom(r) > Kpois(r)), the 

distribution of points tends to be more aggregated. Therefore, the Kinhom curve can be 

used to describe the spatial distribution characteristics of a point set. As the work in this 

thesis focuses on mammogram image analysis, we use the segmented breast region as 

the region of interest W (shown in Fig. 7.6). The pixels decomposed by RIU4-LQP code 

values (Fig. 7.4) constitute feature point sets in different code channels, which produce 

their Kinhom curves separately and show corresponding spatial characteristics. Fig. 7.6 

gives an example of using one feature point set to produce its Kinhom curve, and Fig. 7.7 

shows the examples of applying the K-inhom functions in local regions.    
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Figure 7.5: Kinhom curves of different point sets with distinct spatial distribution 

patterns (Baddeley & Turner, 2000). 

 

Figure 7.6: One feature pattern image (left) in a RIU4-LQP code channel with all 

features points are emphasized by white circles; the corresponding Kinhom curve 

(right) is generated by Baddeley’s K-inhom function. 
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Figure 7.7: An example showing the application of K-inhom function in local 

regions of mammogram images. 

7.1.3 K-spectrum of RIU4-LQP 

     This study employs Baddeley’s K-inhom method (Baddeley, Adrian, Rubak, & 

Turner, 2015) to characterise spatial distributions of point sets with RIU4-LQP features, 

and a new texture feature vector called Kinhom curve based spectrum (K-spectrum) is 

generated with the aim of capturing extra texture information in mammograms. When 

using Eqs. (7.1) and (7.2) to produce Kinhom curves, xi and xj are two mammographic 

points belonging to one point set in which all the points have the same RIU4-LQP code 

value, and the region of interest W corresponds to the segmented breast region. The 

RIU4-LQP operator is used to produce an LQPi
riu4 code set {code-1, code-2 … code-k}. 

Subsequently, pixels in the breast region are divided into k different point sets {X1, X2 … 

Xk} by corresponding LQPi
riu4 code values. Baddeley’s K-inhom function is adopted to 

output a Kinhom curve for each point set Xi, which reflects how these points are scattered 

in the breast region with respect to a specific distance measure (r). As introduced in the 

last section, the reference curve Kpois(r) is used for comparing with the observed Kinhom 

curve. Therefore, this study uses a deviation (d) between the observed Kinhom(r) value 

and the reference value Kpois(r) under the radius r and its mean (�̅�) on a valid r range to 
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evaluate the spatial distribution information of point sets. The deviation d and the mean 

�̅� are computed as follows.  

 

All the means (�̅�1, �̅�2 … �̅�𝑘) are concatenated to form a new feature vector called the 

‘K-spectrum’. Fig. 7.8 shows how the K-inhom function works in mammogram images 

with the proposed procedures and generates the K-spectrum.  

 

Figure 7.8: Illustration of using K-inhom method and RIU4-LQP operator to 

generate the new feature vector (K-spectrum). 
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7.1.4 Feature Concatenation 

     As discussed in Sections 7.1.1 and 7.1.3, the RIU4-LQP based histograms and the 

proposed K-spectra are obtained by extracting quantitative and spatial information of 

feature points. As shown in Fig. 7.1, the classification model concatenates the 

histograms and K-spectra to form an initial feature space which can be used in the 

following procedures. Note that histogram information is extracted based on RIU4-LQP 

images and K-spectrum information is extracted from the spatial distributions of feature 

points in the decomposed RIU4-LQP code channels. Therefore, they are not in a 

uniform value range, and a normalization step is used before the features are 

concatenated. In this work, we use the min-max normalization method to process 

histograms and K-spectra separately, transforming feature values into the range of [0, 1] 

for each of the two parts. Concretely, the minimum value of that feature gets 

transformed into a 0 and the maximum value gets transformed into a 1; every other 

value gets transformed into a decimal between 0 and 1 as follows.   

 

After doing the normalization process for the histograms and K-spectra, both of them 

are in the same value range, and then the two parts are concatenated to construct a new 

feature vector. 

7.1.5 Feature Selection 

     The feature concatenation step concatenates histograms and K-spectra together to 

produce the initial feature vector. Every image feature in the feature space can play 

different roles in the classification task; therefore, a feature selection step is necessary to 

optimise the initial feature set. This study investigates three feature selection methods 

and gives a comparative analysis under the same experimental conditions.  

Dominant Patterns Set (DPS)   

     The DPS method is proposed in (Guo, Zhao, & Pietikäinen, 2012) to construct a 

subset of the initial feature set for filtering the most frequently occurring feature 

patterns. This feature selection method has been used in (Mehta & Egiazarian, 

2016)(Rampun, Scotney, Morrow, Wang, & Winder, 2018) (Rampun, Morrow, 

Scotney, & Wang, 2020) and our proposed classification model in Chapter 6 for 

compressing feature dimensionality. In DPS, a set of dominant patterns of an image is 
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defined as a minimum set that can cover n% (0 < n < 100) of all patterns. The formula 

of filtering dominant patterns has been given in Eq. (6.11) in Chapter 6. 

Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) 

     RFE method (Guyon, Weston, Barnhill, & Vapnik, 2002) recursively removes 

features and builds a model on the remaining features. The model accuracy is used to 

identify which features contribute more than others for predicting target classes. The 

estimated best feature is assigned a rank score ‘1’, and the least related features have the 

lowest rank sores.  

Feature Importance Ranking (FIR)  

     The FIR method (Breiman, 2001) uses ensembles of decision trees (e.g. random 

forest) to compute the relative importance of each attribute. An importance score is 

given for each feature to indicate that related features play more important roles in the 

class prediction. 

     All feature selection methods produce a new sequence of features ranked according 

to their relevance/importance. The top (best) N features in this sequence can be selected 

and used to test the classification performance with the training set, and the N-feature 

set with the highest accuracy is the final feature vector used for the test set. 

7.1.6 Classification 

     Related work in the literature (Tzikopoulos, Mavroforakis, Georgiou, Dimitropoulos, 

& Theodoridis, 2011)(Oliver et al., 2015) (Rampun, Scotney, Morrow, Wang, & 

Winder, 2018) (Rampun, Morrow, Scotney, & Wang, 2020) reported their best 

classification results by using SVM to predict target labels of mammographic density. 

Therefore, SVM is used in this study for training the classification model and producing 

classification results on test images. Since this classification work aims to classify 

mammograms into multiple density categories (3 or 4), a multiclass SVM which is 

implemented by a one against all (OAA) method is used in this model. To obtain the 

optimal classification results, the three mostly commonly used kernels (Du, Liu, & Xi, 

2015), RBF, Poly, and Sigmoid, are tested in this work. A grid-searching method is 

used to find the best combinations of parameters (gamma, C, and degree).  
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7.2 Parameter Optimisation 

     The methods used in the proposed classification model involve a series of parameters 

which affect the classification results differently. This section summarises the relevant 

parameters in different processing steps and addresses the test and optimisation 

methods. 

7.2.1 Relative Parameters 

     The parameters and the range of their initial values are listed in Table 7.1. In the pre-

processing stage, a scaling parameter s is selected from the set of {1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 

and 0.0625} by testing different mammogram datasets. Comparative analysis is 

conducted in previous work (Chapter 6) and the same settings of s are used. When using 

RIU4-LQP to extract the feature set, a multi-scale strategy is used for capturing richer 

image representation. Referring to the related work in (Rampun, Scotney, Morrow, 

Wang, & Winder, 2018), three pairs of (R, P) with corresponding settings in Table 7.1 

are used. The LQP based method needs an extra two threshold values {τ1, τ2} in its 

encoding system, which requires manual determination. An automatic approach is 

proposed in (Peng et al., 2017) by considering the central pixel’s intensity (Ic). Similarly 

we introduce the following empirical rules for adaptively deciding τ1 and τ2: τ1 = Ic × 

2% and τ2 = Ic × 7%. For generating the K-spectrum feature vector, the Kinhom curve is 

output based on a distance measure (r). However, the range of valid r values varies for 

different images, as the area of the region of interest (W) depends on the segmented 

breast region, which does not have a uniform size between different mammograms. 

After comparing all the observed r-ranges on the whole dataset of images, a maximum 

valid r-range ([1, 25]) is found and used to generate the K-spectra. In the feature 

selection step, as the concrete values of (Ri, Pi) of RIU4-LQP are designated in Table 

7.1, the feature dimensionality (n1) of the initial feature set can be obtained by Eq. (6.9).  
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Table 7.1 Different stages of the classification algorithm and corresponding 

parameters 

 

7.2.2 Selection of r-range in K-spectrum 

     As shown in Table 7.1, the maximum valid r value range [1, 25] is used when 

applying Baddeley’s K-inhom method in mammograms. Since there is no guarantee that 

the maximum range is the most effective one for K-spectrum features, we narrow this 

maximum r-range by 5-unit intervals, and 5 sub-ranges are generated and tested for 

obtaining the optimal K-spectrum. Fig. 7.9 shows that the highest classification 

accuracy (CA) is 0.83 and the highest AUCROC is 0.95 obtained by using the r-range 

of [1, 10] on the INbreast dataset. Therefore, we use this r value range as the optimal 

distance measurement for producing the K-spectrum in the following experiments.  
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of classification performance on INbreast training set by 

using different value ranges of distance measurement r. 

7.2.3 Grid-searching Results for SVM Classifier  

     We considered three kernels (RBF, Sigmoid, and Poly) and different value ranges of 

other parameters (gamma, C and degree) for the SVM classifier as given in Table 7.1. 

The best combination of the kernel and parameters are found by grid-searching on two 

datasets (Fig. 7.10). 

 

Figure 7.10: Heatmaps of accuracy of grid-searching results using training sets on 

two datasets. 
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7.3 Experimental Results and Comparative Analysis 

     In our experiments, two mammogram datasets, INbreast and MIAS, are used to test 

the proposed classification model. To give a comprehensive and objective evaluation of 

the classification performance, different assessment criteria are used. For each test 

method, classification accuracy (CA) and area under the ROC curve (AUCROC) are 

calculated as the main performance indices. Since this study investigates the 

effectiveness of different feature selection methods, the final selected number of 

features (N) is considered. We also conduct two different test methods: leave-one-

woman-out test (Tzikopoulos, Mavroforakis, Georgiou, Dimitropoulos, & Theodoridis, 

2011) (Chen, Denton, & Zwiggelaar, 2011) and 10-fold cross validation (Rampun, 

Scotney, Morrow, Wang, & Winder, 2018) (George & Zwiggelaar, 2019). 

7.3.1 Classification Results Using Histogram Information 

     Histogram information based on RIU4-LQP features is tested first on two datasets. 

Here, the histogram based feature vector consists of two parts: (i) four split patterns 

from the RIU4-LQP encoding system with a single local region scale, and (ii) multi-

scale patterns by using three pairs of (Ri, Pi) matching to different local regions (Table 

7.1).  This results in the initial feature dimensionality of 656. Three feature selection 

methods (section 7.1.5) re-sort the feature vector based on their importance. In each test 

iteration, a feature subset containing the first N features {f1, f2 … fN} (N ≤ 656) is sent to 

the classifier for producing the classification result. Then N is increased and the test 

procedure enters the next iteration, finally obtaining the curves of CA-vs-N. Fig. 7.11 

shows the classification results on the two datasets, in which the highest CA is 88.16% 

and 81.06% on INbreast and MIAS, respectively. Meanwhile, we can also notice that 

different feature selection methods affect the classification results differently. For 

INbreast, RFE reduces the feature number N to 161 and obtains the highest AUCROC 

value (0.95 ± 0.02); for MIAS, the highest AUCROC value is 0.91 ± 0.03 when using 

FIR with N = 214.    
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Figure 7.11: Classification accuracy (first row) and AUCROC values (second row) 

on two datasets using the feature vector based on histograms. 

7.3.2 Classification Results Using K-spectrum 

     K-spectra are extracted in mammograms in the two datasets and used as texture 

features in the classification model. As the extraction of K-spectra are based on the 

same RIU4-LQP operator and multi-scale method used for collecting histogram 

information, the K-spectrum based feature vector also contains 656 features. 

Classification performance is shown in Fig. 7.12, with the highest CA of 82.89% and 

73.60% obtained on the two datasets, respectively.     
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Figure 7.12: Classification accuracy (first row) and AUCROC values (second row) 

on two datasets using the feature vector based on K-spectra. 

7.3.3 Classification Results Using Concatenated Features 

     The histogram and K-spectrum features are further concatenated to make up a new 

hybrid feature space. In this step, feature selection procedures become important, as the 

concatenation operation doubles the feature dimensionality from 656 to 1312 with the 

relevant parameter settings in Table 7.1. Fig. 7.13 shows the classification results using 

the hybrid feature vector. Higher CA value of 92.76% on INbreast and 86.96% on 

MIAS are obtained using RFE when N = 80 and N = 127, respectively, exceeding the 

best CA results given in the previous section, using only histogram or K-spectrum 

features. The AUCROC values are 0.95 ± 0.03 and 0.95 ± 0.02 on the two datasets (Fig. 

7.14). Since the classification accuracy is improved significantly on both datasets after 

combining two feature sets, we can conclude that features extracted from K-spectra can 

offer complementary image texture features to further improve the classification 

accuracy.   
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Figure 7.13: Classification accuracy on two datasets using combined texture 

features. 

 

Figure 7.14: AUCROC values on two datasets using different feature selectin 

methods. 

7.3.4 Effect of Feature Selection 

     Three feature selection methods are used and compared in all experimental analyses 

in this chapter. In related work (Mehta & Egiazarian, 2016)(Rampun, Scotney, Morrow, 

Wang, & Winder, 2018), the DPS method was used to optimise texture features for 

analysing mammograms and other texture images. However, there was no comparative 

analysis including other feature selection methods. To bridge this gap, we use the 

selection results by DPS and corresponding classification accuracy as the base line in 

this work, and the use two other feature selection methods, RFE and FIR, to repeat the 

feature selection and breast density classification procedures. The comparisons are 
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given in Table 7.2, from which we can see that RFE works better than the other two 

methods, with a low number of features used and higher classification accuracy.  

Table 7.2 The number (N) of features selected by different methods and 

corresponding CA values. 

 

7.3.5 Methods Comparison on INbreast Dataset 

     Different feature extraction methods are compared with each other on the INbreast 

dataset. As INbreast has not been used widely with the breast density classification task 

in the literature, by now the available experimental results based on the same dataset are 

86% and 80.5% reported in (Rampun, Scotney, Morrow, Wang, & Winder, 2018) 

(Rampun, Morrow, Scotney, & Wang, 2020), with half images (MLO views) of the 

dataset tested. We compare 5 progressive transformations of LBP/LQP methods and 

implement corresponding algorithms to classify INbreast mammograms, performing 

comparative analysis based on their classification results. We use RIU4-LQP-K and 

RIU4-LQP-HK to denote texture feature sets based on the K-spectra and the 

combination of histograms and K-spectra, respectively. Classification performance is 

evaluated by classification accuracy (CA), AUCROC, Kappa coefficient and F1 score. 

In addition, a statistical hypothesis test is conducted. The ‘10-fold cv t-test’ method in 

(Bouckaert, 2003) with a significance level of 0.05 (i.e. alpha = 0.05) is employed 

between RIU4-LQP-HK and every other method to calculate a p-value, which shows 

the statistical difference between them. Table 7.3 shows that the proposed RIU4-LQP-

HK method outperforms other approaches, with the highest CA (91.87 ± 6.28), Kappa 

(0.8911), and F1 score (0.9216). In the t-test, all other methods present low p values (< 

0.05), which means that the difference in classification performance is statistically 

significant. 
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Table 7.3 Classification performance comparison on INbreast using different 

Methods. 

 

     Furthermore, each subject in INbreast is associated with two different mammogram 

views (MLO and CC). We therefore divide mammograms into an MLO or CC group 

along with subject ID information. Classification results are analysed by paired t-test to 

show the statistical difference between the MLO/CC view groups. If the proposed 

classification method can work equally well on both mammogram views from the same 

subject, then the predicted density labels on the two groups are supposed to be the same.  

     Depending on the proposed classification procedure, each test mammogram is 

predicted with one density label in {0, 1, 2, and 3} corresponding to the BI-RADS I-IV 

criteria. The classification performance is evaluated by the predicted category value 

(mean ± stand deviation), classification accuracy, and the p-value in t-test (Table 7.4). 

The p-value is calculated based on the predicted density labels between two groups 

using a paired t-test. A high p-value indicates that the predicted results on the two 

groups are statically the same, which demonstrates the robustness of the methods. In 

Table 7.4, we can see that RIU4-LQP and RIU4-LQP-HK present the highest p-values, 

with 1.0 and 0.8855, respectively, and RIU4-LQP-HK produces higher overall CA on 

both groups than other methods. Therefore, based on the results comparison in Table 

7.3 and Table 7.4, we can conclude that the proposed method not only obtains the best 

classification accuracy, but also is a robust approach by working equally well on 

MLO/CC view mammograms.    
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Table 7.4 Classification results comparison and statistical test between INbreast 

MLO/CC view groups using different methods. 

 

7.3.6 Methods Comparison on MIAS Dataset  

     Since MIAS has been a publicly available dataset for some years, a number of 

research works have been done based on it, including work on breast density 

classification. We notice that the obtained classification accuracy can be affected by a 

few factors, such as the number of images used for testing, the results evaluation 

method, and the target categories. Therefore, when comparing our proposed method 

with other approaches, these factors are also considered for presenting an objective and 

fair comparison. In Table 7.5, the CA values are compared between different methods, 

and we can see that the proposed RIU4-LQP-HK method is very competitive with state-

of-the-art approaches, obtaining the highest CA when testing all images in the MIAS 

dataset. 
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Table 7.5 Classification results comparison on MIAS dataset. 

 

7.3.7 Robustness of The Proposed Model 

     As introduced in Section 7.1, the proposed model explores the LQP-based texture 

descriptor and the K-inhom function to classify the breast density. The parameters used 

in these methods and their values tested in experiments are listed in Table 7.1. The 

experimental results displayed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 show that different 

parameters used in the proposed model affect the classification accuracy differently.  

     Firstly, we focus on the use of the texture descriptor. Two main variants of the 

conventional LQP method, RIU2-LQP and RIU4-LQP, are developed in Chapter 6. The 

difference between the two variants is the values used for the parameter T which is 
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defined as the number of spatial transitions in binary patterns (Section 6.2.2). 

Specifically, for RIU2-LQP, we set T  {0, 2}, and for RIU4-LQP, T  {0, 2, and 4}. 

Experimental results in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 show that RIU4-LQP produces 

approximately 5% higher accuracy than using the RIU2-LQP. For example, an accuracy 

of 82.50% (± 8.75%) is obtained on INbreast dataset using the RIU4-LQP, while it 

decreases to 77.50% (± 9.35%) when using the RIU2-LQP, which indicates the 

superiority of the improved RIU4-LQP method. Meanwhile, the proposed model is 

robust when working across two different datasets (INbreast and MIAS). Similar 

accuracy results are obtained (82.50 ± 8.75% vs 80.30 ± 4.55%) when using the RIU4-

LQP on the two datasets respectively, and the classification accuracies are 77.50 ± 

9.35% vs 74.24 ± 8.60% using the RIU2-LQP.  

     Secondly, this study explores the spatial distribution information to further improve 

the classification accuracy in Chapter 7. Baddeley’s K-inhom function (Section 7.1.2) is 

used to extract spatial information based on feature points. The parameter r is a distance 

measure used in the K-inhom function and a value range of r (i.e. r-range) is used to 

calculate the K-inhom curve and the K-spectrum feature (Section 7.1.3). A maximum 

valid r-range (i.e. [1, 25]) is found, and it is decomposed into 5 different sub-ranges ([1, 

5], [1, 10], [1, 15], [1, 20], and [1, 25]) which are tested in experiments. Experimental 

results in Fig. 7.9 show that the classification accuracy varies from 74% to 83% by 

using different r-ranges, and the highest accuracy is obtained when r-range is [1, 10]. 

     In addition, this study uses three different feature selection methods to compare the 

corresponding accuracy results. Experimental results in Section 7.3 show that the RFE 

method produces the highest accuracy for both mammogram datasets, and the parameter 

N which denotes the number of features, is tested in a wide range (i.e. [20, 1200]) to see 

the difference on the accuracy results. Experimental results in Fig. 7.13 and Table 7.2 

show that the accuracy varies from 75% to 93% on INbreast dataset using different N, 

and from 76% to 87% on MIAS dataset. However, the highest accuracy is obtained by 

using different N on two datasets. For INbreast, the accuracy reaches 93% when N = 80, 

and for MIAS, the accuracy of 87% is obtained when N = 127.  

     Through the discussion above, we can conclude that the proposed breast density 

classification model is robust based on the experimental results on two different 

datasets, as the highest classification accuracy is obtained on both datasets using this 

model comparing to other methods. But we also notice that the robustness relies on the 
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proper choice of relative parameters. The proposed model still is sensitive towards some 

parameters, for example, the parameter T can cause as much as 5% difference on the 

accuracy, and the use of the parameter r-range can bring around 10% difference. Some 

further work will be planned to test the robustness of the proposed model when more 

mammogram datasets are available for this classification work.       

7.4 Chapter Summary 

     This chapter presents a breast density classification model with novel image texture 

feature extraction methods. Based on the proposed texture descriptor RIU4-LQP, this 

study employs Baddeley’s K-inhom function to capture spatial distribution information 

of feature points and construct a new feature vector known as the K-spectrum. After 

concatenating histogram and K-spectrum information, this chapter also investigates 

three different feature selection schemes for optimising the initial feature set and 

improving the classification result. An SVM classifier is trained and used to predict the 

density labels for test images. Classification results are evaluated using classification 

accuracy and AUCROC value, and statistical analysis is conducted between different 

methods. Two mammogram datasets, INbreast and MIAS, are used to test the proposed 

classification model. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method 

extracts robust and effective texture features in mammograms, which improve the 

classification performance significantly. Comparing with the state-of-the-art methods, 

the classification accuracy by using the proposed model is competitive, reaching the 

best CA of 92.76% and 86.96% on INbreast and MIAS datasets, respectively. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 

WORK  

      

8.1 Conclusions 

     This thesis proposes novel algorithms for processing and analysing mammogram 

images for two research tasks: microcalcification detection and mammographic density 

classification. The two tasks play important roles in detecting imaged characteristics 

related to breast cancer diagnosis and risk assessment respectively. For the first work, 

this thesis develops a complete microcalcification detection framework containing two 

stages: microcalcification detection and false positive reduction. This thesis places 

importance on analysis of texture features associated with microcalcificaitons, and 

proposes novel texture feature enhancement methods and a patch-wise convolutional 

neural network for accurately detecting positions of microcalcifications in 

mammograms. For mammographic density classification work, this thesis develops four 

different classification models which focus on various image feature extraction 

techniques, feature optimisation methods and feature selection schemes. All developed 

algorithms have been tested on publicly available mammogram datasets with ground 

truth information annotated by breast imaging radiologists. Quantitative evaluation and 

comparative analysis are conducted based on experimental results to demonstrate the 

effectiveness and robustness of the proposed models. With the two different research 

tasks, the main contributions and achievements in this thesis are summarised below: 
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Microcalcification detection 

Stage 1: microcalcification detector (Chapter 4) 

 Multifractal analysis is applied to analyse mammograms and used to describe 

texture features of microcalcifications.  

 Adaptive alpha value selection rules are developed for highlighting texture 

patterns that correspond to microcalcifications. 

 A linear structure detector is adopted to distinguish microcalcifications from 

glandular and fibrous tissue. 

 Detection performance is tested using INbreast mammograms, obtaining 80.6% 

of sensitivity when the average false positive number per image is 90. 

Stage 2: false positive reduction (Chapter 4) 

 A Weber’s law based approach is used to develop a new multifractal measure 

for further improving the enhancement of texture features of microcalcifications. 

 A patch-wise convolutional neural network classifier is designed to process 

original mammogram patches and corresponding alpha patches for classifying 

suspicious microcalcification spots to a true positive or false positive group. 

 Classification performance has reached 90% of sensitivity and 88% of 

specificity, indicating that the false positive number is reduced significantly. 

 Combining the two stages to produce the final detection results on INbreast 

dataset, the sensitivity is 77.9% when the average false positive number is 

under 30 per image. 

Mammographic density classification 

Model 1: using multifractal spectrum (Chapter 5) 

 Multifractal spectra are extracted based on sub-images cropped in breast regions 

and used to capture texture features of fibro-glandular tissue. 

 Intensity histograms of breast regions are analysed by standard deviation and 

skewness for selecting the optimal multifractal spectrum segments for sub-

images classification. 

 The Chi-square test statistic is used to measure the similarity between the 

observed and expected multifractal spectrum, based on which sub-images are 

classified into fatty or dense tissue groups. 
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 The proposed model produces a rough segmentation contour of dense tissue 

areas, which is used to compute percentage density and match the BI-RADS 

density categories. INbreast dataset is used to test the classification model with 

20 mammograms used as training set and 78 mammograms as test set, which 

obtains the classification accuracy of 83.33%.    

Model 2: cascading alpha histograms and LBP (Chapter 5) 

 The Local binary pattern (LBP) method and its variants are used to describe 

texture features related to fibro-glandular tissue in breast regions. 

 Alpha histograms in multifractal analysis are extracted using four different local 

measures and are cascaded with LBP histograms separately to construct a hybrid 

feature vector.   

 An Autoencoder network and the principal components analysis technique are 

used to optimise the cascaded feature vector. 

 The classification model is tested using the whole INbreast dataset (409 images) 

with 10-fold cross validation, and the classification accuracy is 80.77% using 

only 14 features. 

Model 3: a novel texture feature descriptor based on local quinary patterns (Chapter 6) 

 This model investigates the local quinary pattern (LQP) method for collecting 

more details of texture features related to breast density classification. 

 The basic LQP operator is extended to rotation invariant uniform LQP (RIU4-

LQP) by applying a rotation invariant method and considering a wider range of 

transition numbers. Comparing with conventional rotation invariant uniform 

patterns (RIU2), this is the first study to extend the bit-wise transition number 

from 2 to 4 (RIU4), which not only reduces the high feature dimensionality but 

also keeps a strong capability of recognizing diverse texture patterns.  

 Using the extracted texture features, this classification model is tested using two 

mammogram datasets, INbreast (409 images) and MIAS (322 images), obtaining 

classification accuracy of 82.50% and 80.30%, respectively.       

Model 4: introducting spatial distribution analysis of texture descriptors (Chapter 7) 

 This model employs Baddeley’s K-inhom method to analyse and extract spatial 

distribution information of feature points based on the proposed RIU4-LQP 

feature descriptor. 
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 Using the feature point sets which are decomposed into different RIU4-LQP 

code channels, the extracted spatial distribution characteristics are used to 

construct a new feature vector ‘K-spectrum’ for classifying breast density. 

 Histograms and K-spectra are concatenated to form an initial feature set, and 

machine learning based feature selection methods are adopted to filter the most 

important and relevant features into the final feature set. 

 All mammogram images in two datasets, INbreast (409 images) and MIAS (322 

images), are used to test the classification model, and the highest classification 

accuracy of 92.76% and 86.96% are obtained on the two datasets, respectively.   

8.2 Future Work 

     This thesis proposes a complete framework to detect microcalcification positions in 

mammograms, and satisfactory detection accuracy is obtained in experiments. Based on 

this achievement, some further work is planned below: 

1) With the detected positions of microcalcification spots, mammogram patches 

containing potential microcalcification clusters can be extracted automatically 

and used for analysing cluster features in the following work. In the literature, 

most research work collected suspicious mammogram patches by radiologists’ 

manual operations. 

2) Using the microcalcifications contained patches, segmentation algorithms can be 

developed to segment microcalcifications for analysing their morphological 

features and classifying microcalcification clusters into benign or malignant 

categories. 

3) By collecting a sufficiently large number of mammogram patches, deep learning 

based models can be constructed to automatically learn image features related to 

microcalcification clusters and to predict corresponding diagnostic categories 

(e.g. benign, probably benign, and suspicious). 

     In addition, this thesis addresses four breast density classification models by 

developing different texture feature extraction methods and feature optimisation 

approaches. Experimental results and quantitative analysis demonstrate the superiority 

of the proposed models. Some future directions are listed as follows:    

4) In the proposed classification models (model 3 and model 4), texture features 

based on LBP/LQP methods have been demonstrated as effective and robust for 
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describing image features of fibro-glandular tissue in mammograms. However, 

there are some parameters that need to be set and tested manually. Developing 

an automated method to decide the optimal combination of (Ri, Pi) values in 

LBP/LQP methods will be planned, for implementing the multi-scale strategy 

with the most effective texture features extracted. 

5) The current work demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed feature 

descriptor RIU4-LQP. In future work, we can extend the maximum transition 

number to T = 6 and T = 8 and develop new feature descriptors RIU6-LQP and 

RIU8-LQP.  

6) Currently, there is no deep learning based method used for multi-category 

mammographic density classification work, due to the limitation of available 

images for training. Novel data augmentation techniques will be developed to 

increase the size of the datasets to resolve the problems of insufficient images 

and the imbalance of image distributions in different density categories.    
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APPENDIX 1 A DETAILED 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DESIGN OF 

RIU4-LQP 
     This section details the computation of the ‘index’ value in Eq. (6.10): 

     For a given number of neighbourhood pixels P (e.g. P = 16), when the number of bit 

transitions T = 4, there will be exactly two distinct contiguous blocks of 1's in the bit 

pattern. Let X and Y denote the number of 1's in each of those contiguous segments. We 

regulate X ≤ Y, and the following conditions must be satisfied: 

(1) X ≥ 1, Y ≥ 1 

(2) X + Y ≤ P − 2 

     All possible ‘X-Y’ patterns can be summarised within an ‘X-Y’ pattern square in size 

of (P - 3) × (P - 3), where the row number corresponds to the value of X and the column 

number corresponds to the value of Y (Fig. A.1).    

     The second part of Eq. (6.10) (when X = 1) calculates the ‘index’ value in the first 

row situation in Fig. A.1. The ‘index’ value is counted from 1 (i.e. when the ‘X-Y’ 

pattern is ‘1-1’). When X ≥ 2, Eq. (6.10) calculates the ‘index’ value by accumulating 

other preceding rows’ patterns. For example, if the target ‘X-Y’ pattern is ‘3-3’, 

1

1
( 3 2( 1))

X

n
P n




    is used to calculate how many patterns there are in the first two 

rows and then add its offset position ‘Y – X + 1’ in the third row.  

     By this way, we can also compute the total number of ‘X-Y’ patterns (i.e. ‘index’ 

value range) when P is designated, which equals to one-quarter area of the square. We 

already know that when T  {0, 2}, the LQPi
riu4 code is same with LQPi

riu2, ranging 

from 0 to P, and all the remaining situations (i.e. T > 4) share one unified code. 

Therefore, the total number of LQPi
riu4 patterns in Eq. (6.9), 2( 11) / 4P   , is obtained 

by calculating the ‘index’ value range and plus P + 2.   
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Fig. A.1. Examples of ‘X-Y’ pattern map with P = 8 and P = 16 when T = 4. 

     Fig. A.2 illustrates all possible ‘X-Y’ combinations when P = 8 and T = 4. In the case 

of P = 8, if T  {0, 2}, repeating the procedure of LQPi
riu2, 9 pattern codes in range of 

[0, 8] will match to each pattern; if T = 4, then X + Y ≤ 6, and the parameter ‘index’ can 

be computed and results in [1, 9], which make the final LQPi
riu4 code (index + P) 

locating in [9, 17]; all the other patterns will be given a uniform code: 18. Similarly, 

when P is increased to 10, the procedure outputs 28 LQPi
riu4 patterns; P = 14, 52 

LQPi
riu4 patterns; P=18, 84 LQPi

riu4 patterns; and so on. 

 

 

Fig. A.2.   All ‘X-Y’ patterns and their LQPriu4 codes with P = 8, T = 4. 
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APPENDIX 2 GLOSSARY 
      

TERM DEFINITION 

Breast Imaging-Reporting 

and Data System (BI-

RADS) 

A quality assurance system and lexicon originally 

designed for reporting mammography results from 

patients with breast cancer, and published as an 

atlas by the American College of Radiology. The 

BI-RADS Atlas is a peer-reporting (i.e., not for lay 

or patient use) tool which now includes three 

imaging modalities: mammography, ultrasound and 

MRI. 

Computer Aided Detection Use of sophisticated computer programs designed 

to recognize patterns in images. 

Craniocaudal (CC) View A standard view taken from above during routine-

screening mammography and during diagnostic 

mammography. In the CC view, the entire breast 

parenchyma should be depicted; the fatty tissue 

closest to the chest wall should appear as a dark 

strip on the mammogram and behind that, one 

should see the pectoral muscle.  

False Negative Result A test result that indicates that the abnormality or 

disease being investigated is not present when in 

fact it is. 

False Positive Result A test result that indicates that the abnormality or 

disease being investigated is present when in fact it 

is not. 

Feature Extraction Feature extraction starts from an initial set of 

measured data and builds derived values (features) 

intended to be informative and non-redundant, 

facilitating the subsequent learning and 

generalization steps, and in some cases leading to 

better human interpretations. Feature extraction is 

related to dimensionality reduction. 

Full Field Digital 

Mammogram (FFDM) 

Similar to conventional mammography (screen film 

mammography) except that a dedicated electronic 

detector system is used to computerize and display 

the X-ray information. Compared to SFM, FFDM 

images generally have a higher resolution and 

quality. 
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Histogram The histogram of an image visualizes the 

distribution of the brightness in the image by 

plotting the number of occurrences of each 

brightness level. 

Image Contrast Any difference in luminance level between regions 

of interest. 

Image Enhancement Image enhancement is the procedure of improving 

the quality and information content of original data 

before processing. 

Image Texture An image texture is a set of metrics calculated in 

image processing designed to quantify the 

perceived texture of an image. Image texture gives 

us information about the spatial arrangement of 

colour or intensities in an image or selected region 

of an image. 

Malignant Tumour A tumour that has the potential to become lethal 

through destructive growth or by having the ability 

to invade surrounding tissue and metastasize. 

Mammogram X-ray image of the breast. 

Mammographic Density  A radiological appearance of the mammary glands 

during mammography in which the epithelial and 

stromal elements of the breasts are more prominent 

than the fatty components. Breast density increases 

the likelihood that a mammogram will be difficult 

to interpret and that a patient will subsequently 

develop breast cancer. 

Mammography Technique for imaging breast tissues with X rays. 

Mammography Screening  X-ray-based breast imaging in an asymptomatic 

population with the goal of detecting breast 

tumours at an early stage. 

Mediolateral Oblique 

(MLO) View 

A standard mammographic view taken from an 

oblique or angled view, which is the most 

important projection as it allows imaging of the 

greatest amount of breast tissue and is preferred 

over the lateral 90º projection. With the MLO view, 

the pectoral muscle should be depicted obliquely 

from above and visible down to the level of the 

nipple or further beyond that; the muscle should 

bulge outward as a sign that it is relaxed. 
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Microcalcifications Tiny calcium deposits within the breast, singly or in 

clusters; often found by mammography. They may 

be a sign of cancer. 

Over-diagnosis Labelling an abnormality as cancer when it in fact 

is not likely to become a lethal cancer. 

Percentage Breast Density Percentage density, or the fraction (%) of the breast 

with densities, is the ratio of the dense area to the 

total breast area.  

Scattered Fibro-glandular 

Tissue 

A term used to describe breast tissue that is made 

up of mostly fatty tissue and also has some dense 

fibrous tissue and glandular tissue. On a 

mammogram, the dense areas of the breast make it 

harder to find tumours or other changes. 

Screen Film Mammogram 

(SFM) 

Conventional mammography in which the X rays 

are recorded on film. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


